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Summary of findings
The report considers two types of potential impact which might be caused by the proposed Fearn Wind
Energy Project (FWEP) trio of 119m high turbines and ancillary elements on the Historic Environment of the
development footprint and the surrounding area. The location is a low lying former airfield built in WW2 on
land reclaimed from the Nigg Bay coastal margins at the northern end of the Cromarty Firth. The first issue is
the direct impact which could physically affect any features within the development footprint. The second is
the indirect impact, particularly the degree of visual change, which would be caused on important
archaeological sites and historic buildings within the surrounding landscape.
Direct impacts
There are no substantive archaeological concerns for the direct impacts of this proposal. No previously
recorded archaeological features exist within the footprint. Onsite surveys discovered nothing of significant
interest and suggest that the probability of construction work encountering buried sites or deposits is minimal
to nil, due to the reclaimed former coastal marsh terrain and the insertion of a heavily entrenched airfield. As
a result, no mitigation is recommended for the construction process of the proposed development.
Indirect impacts
There are no Historic Environment sites which would receive shadow flicker or noise impacts apart from
some undesignated former airfield buildings and structures which are largely derelict. Identifying the
significance of the degrees of visual change which would be caused on the important archaeological and
historic sites in the surrounding area has two main stages (1) identifying which sites might be affected in a
landscape with a wide scattering of recognised sites and a small subset promoted as visitor attractions, and
(2) deriving an assessment of the significance of anticipated change for affected sites by correlating their
sensitivity with the expected degree of change.
Stage 1 exclusions contained several important sites and structures with significant protective designations.
The towns of Cromarty and Tain, each with a wealth of sites and designations, major estates such as
Balnagowan Castle and House of Geanies, and archaeological monuments such as the Hilton of Cadboll
PIC and HVA complex were all eliminated on topographic grounds. Tangible screening elements allowed
many closer sites to be removed; these were mostly listed buildings, with the most significant being the
Tarbat House LB-A and HGDL complex. The tendency of these established residential sites to have a
wooded boundary to prevent external views into the site also means that their external setting becomes
screened from within. This left five site viewpoints for detailed analysis.
Stage 2 has methodological complications, as there are no defined procedures for undertaking settings
analysis, particularly from agencies with statutory responsibilities for the Historic Environment. Existing
advice focuses almost entirely on statutory designations and deriving site-as-receptor measures of
sensitivity for each site. This excludes the degree to which people might encounter or visit the sites and
experience their settings, and to move outside these confines, additional measures of the people-asreceptor sensitivity are derived. This twin-pronged approach is designed to draw out all relevant
perspectives which could inform a fully balanced planning decision. Neither approach is treated in isolation,
but their combination balances statutory needs and the actual interactions which people might experience.
Each of the five remaining sites has particular circumstances which create some subtle situations to
incorporate into the eventual verdicts. The most critical case is probably the Fearn abbey complex, an
established visitor attraction and functioning church and graveyard; despite the clear visibility of the FWEP
turbines during the approach, specific screening factors suggest that the visitor and user experiences would
be relatively unaffected. The other sites are more specialised in significance, and while sometimes high
degrees of visual impact are likely, the outcomes are less critical within the planning process.

Conclusion
The overall conclusion is that the direct and indirect impacts on the Historic Environment from the proposed
Fearn Wind Energy Project turbines covered by this report are acceptable and do not provide grounds for
concern which would be crucial in deciding the planning outcome.
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1.0 Report structure summary
This independent assessment considers the direct and indirect archaeological implications of a project
design for a triangular array of three 2MW wind turbines on the former WW2 airfield at Fearn. The
proposed turbines are likely to be the Enercon E82 with a nacelle or tower height of 78m and a blade
radius of 41m, giving a vertical blade tip height of 119m. The eventual turbine make and model may
change, but these dimensions are the largest of the anticipated options, and all analysis and
discussion in this report follows this assumption. The intended turbine positions are:
Turbine
T1
T2
T3

NGR NH
83745/76002
83655/75664
84060/75770

Altitude OD
5m
5m
6m

Informal title
The north turbine
The south-west turbine
The south-east turbine

Location description
Next to perimeter track
Next to perimeter track
On disused runway

The report follows a sequence of hierarchical numbered sections; each major topic or stage has its
own section, with numbered sub-sections as appropriate. Section 2 briefly describes the main project
elements, defines the main target audiences for this report and how their respective needs inter-relate,
and concludes with a statement of the archaeological scope of the report. This is followed by a
summary of the report’s objectives (Section 3) and methodology and sources (Section 4). Section 5
describes the site’s location, topography and character.
Section 6 explores whether there are previously recorded archaeological sites or discoveries from the
windfarm site and its environs from a desk-based investigation of databases and other sources, giving
a nil return. Section 7 describes the field survey of the development footprint in relation to the various
construction elements. No previously unrecorded sites or features were identified during the fieldwork,
and nothing else suggests that any mitigation is required for actual or potential features within the
footprint. Therefore this report recommends no further archaeological role for this proposal.
Sections 8-15 cover the various aspects of assessing indirect impacts from this proposal on the
statutorily protected historic environment sites within the surrounding area, with a particular emphasis
on Visual Impact (VI). This is an undefined process without robust guidance or fully established
objectives, so requires detailed discussion. Section 8 discusses the policy context and uncertainties
for such analysis within the planning situation. Section 9 defines the procedures for identifying
potentially affected sites and categories, and then progressively sifts the identified sites against Zone
of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) software and the results of field visits to remove those examples which
would be screened by topography and/or other above-ground landscape elements. The result of these
sifts is a core group of five sites where VI would be caused.
Section 10 defines the levels of sensitivity which derive from the statutory protections covering these
remaining sites; this constitutes the site-as-receptor of impact approach which Historic Scotland have
described as their responsibility when analysing VI. A matrix is introduced to relate generic sensitivity
to the degree of change or VI and therefore demonstrate the significance of that degree of change.
Section 11 applies these conceptual sensitivities to the five individual sites and settings.
Section 12 outlines the people-as-receptor of impact approach, a parallel analysis which explores
whether the sites are visited or used (or have a plausible chance of being visited or used) and
therefore whether anyone would actually experience the VI. Each site is described from this
perspective in Section 12.3, with a level of sensitivity assigned from the site-as-receptor approach. A
comparison table of the site-as-receptor and people-as-receptor sensitivities is given in Section 12.4.
Section 13 describes the process of creating computerised depictions of anticipated visual impacts,
Section 14 describes the degree of change for each site, using the wireframe and photomontage
depictions prepared by Orkney Sustainable Energy Ltd and contained in Volume 2 of the full OSEL
documentation pack. The results are compared in Section 15 with the sensitivity levels from each
approach to give the results defined by the matrix introduced in Section 10. These show the
significance of the degrees of visual change for each site and setting for planning consideration.
The report concludes with sections on further recommendations (of which there are none),
acknowledgements, and the bibliography (Sections 16-18). Annex 1 gives some background to the
settings issues problems discussed in Section 8.0.

2.0 Introduction
2.1 Project details and location
The proposed Fearn Wind Energy Project (FWEP) site lies about 21miles/34km NE of Inverness and
5miles/8km SE of Tain at the northern margin of the Cromarty Firth inlet in the Highland region. The
project design comprises a triangular array of three 2MW wind turbines on the former WW2 airfield at
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Fearn. The turbine model is likely to be the Enercon E82 with a nacelle or tower height of 78m and a
blade radius of 41m, giving a vertical blade tip height of 119m. This could change, but the dimensions
are the largest of the anticipated options and all analysis and discussion in this report follows this
assumption. The intended turbine positions are:
Turbine
T1
T2
T3

NGR NH
83745/76002
83655/75664
84060/75770

Altitude OD
5m
5m
6m

Informal title
The north turbine
The south-west turbine
The south-east turbine

Location description
Next to perimeter track
Next to perimeter track
On disused runway

It would include the associated components of a windfarm such as access tracks, a switchgear
building and other standard ancillaries for a development of this type, although most of these will be
accommodated within the remnant airfield infrastructure, with minimal new groundbreaking required.

2.2 Target audiences for this report
This report has four main or priority audiences and aims to meet the various requirements of field
investigation, site identification, consequent impact prediction and overall assessment which each
audience might use in reaching their conclusions about the archaeological implications of the project.
2.2.1 The planning authority
The planning authority is defined here as the organisation or individual who will take the decision on
whether the planning application will receive consent, thereby allowing the project to go ahead. In the
first instance this will be the Planning Department and/or councillors of Highlands Council (HC). It is
assumed that the planning authority will want a full range of relevant information, comment and
analysis from this report to enable a planning decision which is as fully informed as possible.
The planning authority is therefore the ultimate audience of this report, both as the decision-maker and
as an audience whose needs are broader in some respects than the defined responsibilities of some
of the other audiences defined below.
2.2.2 The developer and the project designer
David Sutherland, the landowner and intending developer, lives within the landscape which would
contain the proposed windfarm and within the community on which its closest impacts would be felt.
Orkney Sustainable Energy Ltd, as the project designer, aims to create designs which can make a
significant contribution to improving the lives and livelihoods of a range of people, and which assist in
sustaining communities as well as the environment. Both parties therefore hope that this independent
assessment will produce results which are compatible with their environmental objectives. It will also
become a publicly available document for use within the local community to demonstrate that the
appropriate levels and depth of investigations into the proposal’s impact on the historic environment
have been objectively undertaken. The developer and the project designer are therefore the most
immediate audiences for this report, and it would be used for a number of practical and procedural
avenues during the project consultation and submission.
2.2.3 The local community
As with any large scale or visually obvious development, the local community is likely to be interested
in how this proposal might affect their quality of life. Since this archaeological assessment will be one
component of the documentation set made available for public reference during the planning process,
the community becomes a potential audience. In general terms, the community does not have a
specific role or responsibility within the planning consideration, nor a defined set of criteria or values
which they might use in reading and reacting to this report and its findings. As a result the community
is not seen as a target audience for whom this report can be deliberately designed. However, some
steps and issues have been incorporated to anticipate how members of the community may consider
the archaeological and historic environment implications. One element is to provide full and hopefully
clear explanations for the investigative techniques used and their rationales.
It should be emphasised that this report is not intended to over-ride community or individual opinions
and reactions to the proposal, particularly in relation to sites and buildings which they may inhabit or
use within their normal routines. This report only assesses these sites as part of the Historic
Environment resource and the uses which may derive from within this perspective.
2.2.4 Historic Scotland and Highlands Council archaeological and built heritage interests
Although given a shared sub-heading, these are two distinct main audiences who have defined
responsibilities within the planning process. These responsibilities are defined under Scottish law and
by a number of Scottish Government policy guidance and planning advice notes; these also define
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responsibilities for other parts of the Scottish Government, although the scope and remit of this report
do not carry significant information for this wider Scottish Government involvement.
Both HS and HC archaeological and built heritage interests will comment directly to the planning
authority on the impact of the development proposal within their responsibilities; this report therefore
aims to provide them with as much information as will be useful for their deliberations, with particular
attention paid to a relevant identification and selection of historic environment sites and locations, the
use of appropriate methodologies to assess the potential impacts of the proposal, and an objective
analysis and presentation of the assessment results. If this focus is successfully executed, it could
enable a high degree of agreement between the conclusions of this report and the comments which
HS and HC archaeological and built heritage interests would subsequently provide to the planning
authority. The specified responsibilities for the historic environment in relation to sites which might be
affected by this proposal are shown below.
Site type
Archaeological
monuments
Historic
buildings
Historic
gardens &
landscapes
Heritage Visitor
Attractions and
other public
facilities

Historic Scotland

Local Authority

No. of Scottish
examples

Scheduled Ancient Monuments

All others

8,000

Listed Buildings Category A

LB Categories B & C(S)

45,000

Lead role for HGDLs

Not defined

346

Not defined; however HS manage
Properties In Care, which are all
either SAMs and/or LB-As, so there is
an implicit responsibility

Not defined, but may fall within
responsibility for non-SAM
archaeological sites or for LBBs & LB- C(S)s

Unknown total;
c400 HVAs with
admission charges

Note: Only LBs are formally defined within a hierarchical level of significance;
CATEGORY A Buildings of national or international importance, either architectural or historic, or fine little-altered
examples of some particular period, style or building type.
CATEGORY B Buildings of regional or more than local importance, or major examples of some particular period,
style or building type which may have been altered.
CATEGORY C(S) Buildings of local importance, lesser examples of any period, style, or building type, as
originally constructed or altered; and simple, traditional buildings which group well with others in categories A and
B or are part of a planned group such as an estate or an industrial complex.
(from Scotland’s Listed Buildings: a guide for owners and occupiers; undated, issued by HS about 1999)

A pragmatic overview suggests that Scotland has over 50,000 protected Historic Environment sites.
This was calculated by combining SAM and LB numbers and removing 5% of the total to allow for
some double protections; as a working assumption the relevant components of the other categories
will be contained within the combined LB and SAM aggregate.
2.2.5 Comment
A key point about the target audiences for this report is that both HS and HC archaeological and built
heritage interests are intermediate audiences for this report rather than ultimate audiences, as each
make their own submissions to the planning authority. Previous liaison with HS on similar projects has
established that this is an acceptable comment.
Its significance is two-fold: the first point is that while agreement between the contents of this
independent report and the comments which HS and HC archaeological and built heritage interests
might offer is desirable - it would make the eventual decision easier for the planning authority by
demonstrating expert and/or specialist consensus - it is not a primary objective for this report and its
findings. This statement is not offered in a challenging or provocative tone, but simply to suggest that
some differences of perspective may occur particularly when providing assessments of inherently
subjective criteria. The second is that the investigations within this report contain elements which may
go above and beyond the criteria used by HS and possibly HC archaeological and built heritage
interests in their advisory roles.
This latter point becomes particularly relevant for the discussion in Section 8.1 on indirect and visual
impacts, where a series of methodological points and issues are pursued to provide results which are
designed to be of wider and/or practical use to the ultimate audience of the planning authority, the
immediate audience of the developer and the project designer, and the needs of the local community.

2.3 Archaeological scope
The archaeological and wider historic environment issues are tackled under two approaches within the
broader context outlined in the preceding section. This involves separating the likely impacts into
7
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direct and indirect agents of change; from discussion with other archaeologists involved in EIA work, it
is clear that these terms are not used consistently, so to avoid confusion their usage is defined here.
Direct impacts are those where irreversible change might be caused to physical archaeological or
historic features and deposits. In practice this is likely to be limited to the development footprint for this
project, and its main thrust is whether the excavations and other ground disturbance might affect any
archaeology by damage or removal. This is extended to the environs of the footprint to include other
construction factors such as plant transit, material stockpiling and possible water table changes which
might cause comparable destructive changes.
Indirect impacts are defined as those where any changes or impacts do not physically change any
archaeological or historic features and deposits. In practice this is likely to consist of changes which
are ultimately reversible and which only come into play on sites and features which lie substantially
outside the development footprint; the main attributes for this report are visual intrusion, noise and
shadow flicker. An additional defining attribute is mentioned in passing at this point in the discussion,
which is the suggestion that these impacts are dependent on human experience of them to move from
notional issues of concern to becoming actual concerns. However this is not a confirmed distinction as explored in Section 8.1 - and is left open at this stage in the narrative.
This use of direct and indirect is intended to give a clear distinction between the two categories of
potential change, but does not include any consequential element portrayed within some other EIA
conventions or techniques; for example their idea that the direct impact of a major development on a
nearby house might be a high level of noise and vibration, with the indirect result or consequence
being the house might become uninhabitable and progressively abandoned and then derelict. While
many of the findings within this report are designed to open up consequential discussions, this lies
outside the definitions of directness used to differentiate the initial nature of the changes.
2.3.1 Direct or physical impact on archaeological remains
The turbine locations are discussed in Section 7. The range of construction activities which are
identified in this assessment for their potential to cause direct impact includes the following elements
where ground-breaking work is anticipated:
 the turbine sites,
 any permanent access road construction and temporary access needed for turbine and plant
movement,
 stone and aggregate supply, including borrow pits,
 onsite cabling and generator/switchgear buildings,
The impacts can be reduced if the project design incorporates areas of already disturbed land to
lessen the degree of archaeological concern.
All planning issues about offsite cabling and inter-connector routes from the switchgear building to the
national grid will be the responsibility of Scottish & Southern Energy and are therefore outside the
scope of this assessment.
2.3.2 Indirect impact on important archaeological and historic environment sites in the
surrounding area
The key element of this component of the assessment is to illustrate and assess the visual impact
which the turbine would cause on the statutorily protected archaeological and historic environment
sites within the surrounding area.

3.0 Objectives
There are four objectives for this assessment:
 to identify and describe any known archaeological sites and to anticipate the potential for
unknown sites within the windfarm development area and its immediate environs,
 to assess the potential for direct impacts from the development on these sites,
 to identify measures to mitigate any adverse impacts and/or areas where further evaluation
may be required, and
 to assess the potential for indirect impacts from the development on a defined selection of
statutorily protected sites and groups outside the windfarm development area within the
surrounding landscape.
No excavation or other intrusive exploration of visible and potential features was included.

4.0 Methodology
The following information resources were used for the desk-based assessment:
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the National Monuments Record of Scotland (NMRS), compiled by the Royal Commission of
Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS), and accessed through the on-line
CANMORE database (www.rcahms.gov.uk)
the PASTMAP on-line database of sites and monuments with statutory protection, also
compiled by RCAHMS and accessed at www.rcahms.gov.uk
the Highland Council Archaeology Unit Sites and Monument Record (SMR), a computerised
database accessed at Highland Council offices in Inverness, and via the PASTMAP portal.
[Note: the desk-based research was mainly undertaken before the Highland SMR was
upgraded to the HER database in 2008. A quick investigation of HER has uncovered no
additional information for the development area since the upgrade, so this report retains the
earlier SMR references].
maps, with particular emphasis on the Ordnance Survey 1:10,560 County Series first edition
of 1881 (accessed at www.old-maps.co.uk), and the current OS 1:25,000 Explorer series map of
the area (no. 438, Dornoch & Tain, revised 2002), and
other old maps from the National Library of Scotland (accessed at www.nls.uk/digitallibrary/map).
These included Timothy Pont’s maps of 1583-96, Blaeu’s re-drawing of the Pont maps in
1654, and other later maps by Gordon.

Site visits and walkover surveys of the development area and the immediate surroundings were made
in January and April 2007, April 2008 and briefly in August 2009, reflecting evolutionary changes to
the project design. Any identified archaeological features on-site were located in relation to site plans
provided by OSEL. Their locations, along with other reference sites for visual impact assessment,
were confirmed by hand-held GPS, and recorded by written description and digital photography.
Weather conditions for the surveys were mixed, with variable visibility between sleet showers on the
first visit, and overcast but dry on the other occasions. Ground conditions were good, mainly due to
the nature of the development site with its extensive constructed areas. Walkover locations were
recorded in three dimensions by a hand-held Garmin eTrex GPS unit, giving 5-figure grid co-ordinates
and altitude readings to a precision as quoted in this report to within 1m. Practical experience of these
units suggests that the readings will be reliable to within a +/- 10m range of the given figure. The GPS
readings were subsequently confirmed against NGRs and altitude data from GIS software, and where
appropriate against previously recorded NGRs in the relevant NMRS and SMR records.

5.0 Site location, topography and character
The proposed development is located within Fearn Airfield (also known as Loans Of Rarichie or
Balintore airfield, and HMS Owl during its WW2 naval ownership). The airfield is centred on NGR NH
845/760 in Fearn parish within the Ross & Cromarty or Easter Ross district of the Highland region. It
occupies a flat and very low-lying valley floor with an OD altitude of 7m across the airfield expanse.
The immediate environs feature well-established networks of drainage ditches, which are shown on
the 1st edition OS map of 1881 as continuing into what is now the airfield area. The probability is that
in the post-glacial period, the Cromarty Firth extended further north and east than the current
shoreline, with subsequent sea level changes and land reclamation creating a viable landscape for
agricultural use in the historic period. The reclaimed coastal flats continue southwest from the airfield
for c4km to the present shoreline of Nigg Bay, and for a similar distance W and NW to the base of the
foothills which eventually rise to the rounded ridges of the 700m high Beinn Tharsuinn massif, formed
by granite intrusions and Lower Old Red Sandstone (after Johnstone & Mykura 1989, pp 92-4 and
p123; Gillen 1986, pp2-7). These foothills contain many extensive forestry plantations.
From the NNW to the south quadrants, the airfield is bounded by low ridges; to the north these rise to
25-30m as low hummocks extending for c8km towards the Dornoch Firth; the town of Tain lies behind
these hummock ridges to the NNW, and Hill of Fearn village lies 2km NNW. The hummocky ridges
also extend northeastwards along the Tarbat peninsular past the village of Portmahomack to Tarbat
Ness, some 16km distant. To the east, the NE-SW coastline of the Moray Firth lies c2.5km behind the
hummocky ridges, with the coastal village strip of Hilton of Cadboll, Balintore and Shandwick at this
closest approach. Rotating ESE, the remainder of the immediate airfield surround to Nigg Bay is
formed by a hill ridge of up to 200m height.
This gives a very open panorama in many directions, particularly to the southwest, north and due east.
This openness means that features such as buildings, pockets of woodland and even individual trees
can provide unusually high elements of visual prominence; similarly even slight changes in altitude
can provide magnified panoramic interruptions. The landscape is extensively agricultural with large
open fields predominating around the lower environs of the airfield, interrupted by frequent small
pockets of woodland. Individual farming settlements and other buildings are heavily distributed around
the area. Some significant tall features are visible within the landscape; the most prominent are oil rigs
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mothballed in Nigg Bay, c10km to the southwest. Two elevated multi-turbine windfarms form distant
skyline features on the Beinn Tharsuinn massif, the Beinn Tharsuinn windfarm (centred on NH630/813
alt 530m, 20km distant) and the Novar windfarm (centred on NH530/720 alt 550m, 29km distant).
The airfield itself is a predictably open micro-landscape within an irregular and jagged polygonal
boundary, measuring c1.1km across. Its dominant features are three intersecting runways, each about
1.0km long and 50m wide. These are arranged as chords, with each crossing both of the others to
form a central triangle between the intersections. The W-E runway is the most intact and has been
kept clear for sporadic amateur and emergency use, with gradual encroachment on parts of the other
two for light industrial development, by vegetation and storage of rows of silage bales.

Airfield from SSE, recent photo (c1999?). Two turbines would be located along the stretch of perimeter track in
the left and centre of the photo, and the third on the disused runway towards the left corner of the central triangle.
Taken from Highland Council SMR record NH87NW0030, displayed on PASTMAP database (www.rcahms.gov.uk).
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SE-NW runway under creeping vegetation in central airfield zone, close to T3 location. From S, Jan 2007.

The airfield’s infield is defined by a perimeter road which joins the ends of each runway; the only
original buildings to survive unaltered within the infield are the gaunt windowless shell of the 3-storey
Royal Naval control tower and accompanying hut bases in the northeast quadrant and close to the
perimeter road. Some more recent industrial buildings and a yard have encroached inside the
perimeter road in the southern quadrant (see foreground of aerial photo above) with high fencing and
extensive material and plant storage probably based on an original large hangar complex. Otherwise
the infield is clear of any standing structures or buildings.
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Perimeter track close to Intended T1 turbine location in NW of airfield. From N, April 2007.

Airfield buildings are widely distributed around the outside of the perimeter road, with concentrations to
the north, the northeast around the airfield entrance, and to the southeast. A number of external
wartime camps also exist further north and east. As described below (Section 6.0), the airfield has a
complex and unusual WW2 history, which has combined with a high rate of preservation to leave the
majority of its buildings fairly intact, albeit usually as roofless shells. Many are surrounded by fences or
walls, some intact and others dilapidated or derelict. Light postwar industrial use has taken place in
many of the buildings around the airfield entrance which have been reroofed and painted in an
uncoordinated variety of colours and styles, with yard areas and aprons created.
The visual impression gained from a site visit combines several attributes. The major impression is of
the expanse of the flat and uninterrupted infield, which feels lower than the surrounding landscape and
features on or outside the airfield boundary, and draws the eye out beyond the airfield rather than to
its contents. The windowless shell of the Royal Navy control tower is a prominent element, as to
varying degrees are the other buildings, some derelict and some in use. The surrounding landscape
feels heavily wooded, although in some directions this reflects very flat sightlines rather than an
intense degree of cover. The feeling of disuse and abandonment is profound, of a major construction
in the landscape which now has little purpose in relation to the scale of effort involved in its creation.

6.0 Archaeological background
The containment of the development footprint within the airfield suggests that the physical or direct
impact on any archaeology which might predate the airfield construction will be nil. Neither NMRS or
the Highland Council SMR contain any records for previous periods within the airfield’s boundaries,
apart from Loans of Rarichie farmstead (NMRS no. NH87NW24, SMR no. NH87NW0033) “comprising
one unroofed, four roofed buildings and an enclosure… depicted on the 1st edition OS 6-inch map
(Ross-shire and Cromartyshire 1880, sheet liv), but not shown on the current OS 1:10000 map (1989).
This site lies within the grounds of a disused airfield” at NH 844/754, which would place it on or around
the perimeter track in the southern quadrant. Research of the 1881 version at 1:10,560 scale and the
1872 1:2,500 map failed to find it within the area later covered by the airfield, which was largely blank
apart from networks of drainage ditches. The only exceptions are the (still visible) lade from Fearn Mill
outside and NW of the airfield, and an irregular straight-sided polygon of wooded ground within the
eastern half of the current airfield.
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Extract of 1881 1:10,560 OS map covering the later airfield area in the centre.

If the database records are correct this discrepancy is puzzling unless it is simply an error in the
quoted NGR; what can be stated is that the farmstead, described as Post-Medieval (AD1500-2000) in
the SMR record, has left no visible trace today and can be assumed to have been obliterated by the
insertion of the airfield, along with any other unrecorded archaeological features which might have
existed (see below). No information was obtained from earlier maps in the National Library of Scotland
(accessed at www.nls.uk/digitallibrary/map), including Timothy Pont’s maps of 1583-96, and Gordon’s
later drawings of the Pont and Blaeu maps; these all showed Fearn Abbey, as might be expected, but
no other immediately surrounding detail.
The impression gained during the site visits that the airfield occupies an area of reclaimed land was
subsequently strengthened by the discovery of a schematic map showing that it lay below sea level in
the 8thC AD (Carver 2006, p12), when it formed part of the then more extensive coastal shallows of the
Cromarty Firth (see also OSEL’s Geology, superficial deposits and hydrology report submitted
separately in the planning documentation). This suggests that the likelihood of archaeological features
from earlier periods back into the prehistoric is very low within the airfield boundary. Several
prehistoric archaeological sites are recorded outside the airfield boundary within the wider landscape,
invariably in elevated positions above the reclaimed land. The nearest is the Loans of Rarichie pair of
enclosures, identified as cropmarks from 1989 aerial surveys (NMRS no. NH87NW13 at NH 845/767)
“two sub-circular ditches, c3-4m and c6-8m in diameter…. in the field immediately N of the abandoned
airfield at Loans of Rarichie”.
The airfield itself combines an unusually high state of survival with a rare combination of buildings and
features due to a complex wartime history; no references were found for any use of the site as a preWW2 airfield. The airfield (also known as Loans of Rarichie or Balintore airfield) was built in the early
war years as an apparently unremarkable RAF facility, before being handed over to the Royal Navy in
1942, when it was renamed HMS Owl. This led to a comprehensive redevelopment of the airfield
buildings - though not apparently of the runways which retained the RAF layout - including torpedo
sheds, hangars for folding-wing planes and a new 4-storey control tower to a naval design. The tower
is the only surviving Scottish example of its type, alongside other British survivors in Shropshire and
Hampshire, and has received a Listed Building category C(S) designation.
The airfield has been extensively documented and archived, with wartime plans and papers including
Luftwaffe and Royal Navy aerial photos, postwar aerial surveys and a photographic and recording
survey of all remaining airfield structures (Kendrick & Wordsworth 1999). The result is an extensive
series of NMRS and SMR database records (NMRS no. NH87NW 21.00 containing NH87NW 21.01 to
21.10, and SMR no. NH87NW0030, replacing NH87NW0043 to 0051 & 0053), from which this
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summary was derived with additional information from Dave Easton (RCAHMS) and Jonathan
Wordsworth (Archaeology Scotland).
Since the war, the site has survived very well with most of its rare features retained. The main W-E
runway has been maintained for emergency use, and many outbuildings have been renovated and
converted for light industrial uses. These have included a concrete block factory, a crane hire
company and a factory for producing telegraph poles and powerlines; all these have found the derelict
facilities ideal for bulk open air storage. One account (under the notes on the Listed Building report
accessed via the Pastmap database) states that the derelict airfield was used for motor racing, though
gives no further details. The rare combination of structures and buildings with good preservation
means that the complex is regarded as a gem by some airfield enthusiasts.
The WW2 construction of the runways involved excavations of 6ft depth consistently across their
length and width (ie well into the natural subsoil deposits of marine margin deposits) which were filled
with hardcore and topped by tarmac layers. Extensive drainage culverting and cable trenching was
carried out to comparable depths outwards from the runway edges. The cultivated infield areas are
regularly ploughed to at least 16inch depth, with occasional 18inch ploughing for potato crops, again
reaching the subsoil which is predominantly blue clay with sandy deposits closer to the airfield fringes;
no peat has been found within the airfield boundaries in any of the recent excavations. This
information was provided by David Sutherland, the intending developer, and John Scott (of the
neighbouring Fearn Farm), whose family have worked part of the airfield land for over 100 years and
recently dug out a small disused section of one runway to remove a cultivation barrier.
The first field visit in January 2007, when vegetation cover was at a winter minimum, produced no
th
indications of pre-20 C archaeological presence. The infield area only contains the tarmaced airstrip
elements and totally flat cultivated stretches which were showing ploughing ridges without crop cover,
but with patches of surface water pooling. Further field visits in April 2007, April 2008 and briefly in
August 2009 supported these observations. The outcome of the degree of attributed ground
disturbance from the airfield construction is that there is no realistic chance of prior archaeological
survival, and therefore no value to be gained from any recommendation for monitoring construction
activity within the airfield boundaries.

7.0 Results
7.1 Direct or physical impact on archaeological remains
The range of construction activities which are considered in this type of assessment for their potential
to cause direct impact includes the following elements where ground-breaking work might occur:
 the turbine site,
 permanent access road construction, and any one-off or temporary access needed for turbine
and plant movement,
 stone and aggregate supply, including borrow pits,
 generator buildings,
 cabling and inter-connector routes from the sites to the National Grid, either by pylons or poles
or by underground cabling.
 clearance of a works compound
7.1.1 The turbine sites
The project design involves a triangular array of three 2MW wind turbines within the former WW2
airfield at Fearn. The proposed turbines are likely to have a nacelle or tower height of 78m and a blade
radius of 41m, giving a vertical blade tip height of 119m. The turbine positions would be:
Turbine
T1
T2
T3

NGR NH
83745/76002
83655/75664
84060/75770

Altitude OD
5m
5m
6m

Informal title
The north turbine
The south-west turbine
The south-east turbine

Location description
Next to perimeter track
Next to perimeter track
On disused runway

The turbine base excavations would normally involve an area of 10x10m, which would be contained
within a larger crane pad excavation of approximately 30x20m. Excavations would be taken down
through topsoil and subsoil to the first appropriate natural solid layer beneath; the likelihood is that this
would involve removing all depths of material which could contain archaeological material in
conventional circumstances.
However this airfield situation creates some advantages and idiosyncrasies. The need to balance a
variety of (non-archaeological) constraints, including avoiding interference on a microwave link which
crosses the airfield, achieving a position which maintains clearance from residential homes for
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environmental health reasons, and the avoidance by an appropriate margin of the W-E runway to
allow occasional emergency flight use have all created a limited flexibility of locations.
The intended T1 and T2 turbine locations place them on or immediately beside the perimeter track in
the western part of the airfield, and removes the need for an excavated crane pad. Although this track
appears today to be a simple metalled road of about a single vehicle width (as shown in the photo
below), this is an illusion caused by vegetation encroachment over the surface of a much wider
metalled and concrete road with an original width of c10m. Although not as substantially built as the
runways, which involved excavations of 2m depth consistently across their length and width (ie well
into the natural subsoil deposits) and were filled with hardcore and topped by tarmac layers, the
perimeter track was still a substantial construction which created a significant degree of ground
disturbance, and a foundation depth of at least 1m can be anticipated, along with extensive associated
culverting and cabling.

T1 location on airfield perimeter track. From S, April 2008.
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T2 location on outside of airfield perimeter track. From W, April 2008.

T3 location on disused runway inside airfield perimeter. From S, April 2008.
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The T3 location lies within the central zone of a stretch of disused runway, capitalising on the intensive
construction base which it provides, with a 6ft depth filled by hardcore and topped by tarmac layers.
For each turbine location, the degree of previous ground disturbance can be regarded as total and
therefore removes any need for monitoring or any other mitigation of the turbine excavations.
7.1.2 Permanent access road construction, and any one-off or temporary access needed for
turbine and plant movement
No access construction will be needed within the airfield as the runways and perimeter tracks can be
used without significant modification.
7.1.3 Stone and aggregate supply, including borrow pits
No additional material will be needed as any new access construction is avoided and any material
needed for the turbine founds can be sourced from within the affected section of track hardcore or
from immediately adjacent stretches of runway. If this proves unsuitable, material would be sourced
from an external commercial quarry; the underlying geology and subsoils are unsuitable for
construction or fill uses, so no disturbance of pre-airfield material will be involved. No concern is
registered for this element of the proposed development.
7.1.4 Onsite cabling and generator/switchgear building
The switchgear building would be a newly constructed feature, and would not involve adapting an
existing airfield building. It would be sited at or very close to one of the turbine bases, using the
perimeter track or adjacent portion of runway; decisions on which turbine and the exact location would
be the responsibility of Scottish & Southern Energy within their responsibility for the off-site
interconnector route from the airfield to the national grid, but T2 seems the preferred option from
current information. An area of 5x7m would be involved, and all excavation will be contained within the
track or runway depths, as would the stretches of cabling from the other turbines to this building. No
further concern is registered for this element of the proposed development.
7.1.5 Offsite cabling and inter-connector routes to the National Grid, either by pylons, poles or
by underground cabling
No details are yet available of the confirmed route from the switchgear building to the National Grid
nor of the interconnector format, so no assessment can be made at this stage. The eventual strategy
will depend on decisions by Scottish & Southern Energy and will be the subject of a separate planning
process by SSE under their delegated powers.
As a provisional comment, the majority of the likely route would lie outside the airfield boundary, so
should be given some consideration for archaeological concerns. The options currently identified at a
conceptual level do not suggest that the outcome would be particularly significant in terms of physical
or direct impacts. However the issue of indirect or visual impacts may become relevant if overhead
powerlines are considered, particularly in relation to Fearn Abbey.
7.1.6 Clearance of a works compound and materials storage area
The practical advantages of incorporating stretches of the existing airfield hardcore areas such as
runways or the perimeter track mean that no further areas of ground disturbance would be needed,
and no excavation will be involved. Therefore no further concern is registered for this element of the
proposed development.

7.2 Summary of direct impact assessment and recommended mitigations
Due to the degree of ground disturbance from the airfield’s construction and its subsequent state of
either retaining hardcore or undergoing systematic ploughing regimes down to subsoil a fairly robust
verdict can be given that no mitigation is required for any constructional activity within the perimeter
road, and similarly there are no indications for a monitoring role during any construction works within
this zone. Outside the infield perimeter road, the degree of airfield ground disturbance is more
variable, but the indications are that the pre-airfield picture would have been archaeologically barren,
so no grounds exist for concern. This covers all the onsite construction elements of the turbines,
access tracks, switchgear building, compounds and storage and stone supply, so no further
archaeological role is envisaged.
The only concern within the airfield will be to avoid impacting on the Royal Navy control tower, a Listed
Building. This has been clearly recognised by the project design and the construction activity will be
over 800m away, leaving indirect impact as the only area of potential concern, as explored later in this
report. Direct impacts on other [non-protected] airfield buildings are not anticipated.
Outside the airfield boundary, the only off-site development element will be the interconnector route,
which will be the responsibility of SSE rather than this project design and planning application; this
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should receive some degree of archaeological evaluation when details are confirmed, although the
outcome may well not be problematic.

8.0 Assessing indirect impacts
8.1 The scope of and rationale for assessing indirect impacts
Section 2.2.5 raised the possibility of different perspectives under which the various audiences for this
report will derive their comments on the suitability of this development proposal. This can now be
opened up to describe where significant differences in approach may exist, particularly between
Historic Scotland and the scope of this analysis. The crucial issue is the significance which the
planning adjudication could assign to the indirect impacts - particularly the visual impacts - which the
development would cause on some statutorily protected sites, and how this might affect the eventual
planning decision. Previous responses from HS have highlighted a difference in purpose which can be
summarised as an HS belief that a site, despite being an inanimate object, is the potential recipient of
indirect impacts, and that these impacts become the sole significant criteria for all circumstances
affecting statutorily protected sites. This report’s perspective is that indirect impacts only become
significant planning concerns if and when the site is visited, valued or otherwise used by people; in
other words people are the potential receptors of indirect impacts if and when they encounter the site,
instead of the site itself.
An analogy can be used to illustrate the contrast. When someone receives a cheque, an act of
payment is discharged. However the money transfer only occurs after the cheque is paid into a bank
or otherwise cashed. Both stages are needed to complete the transaction; the first stage enables the
payer to fulfil their obligation, but no financial movement takes place until after the second stage is
completed. With indirect impacts, the process is similar; the presence of a new landscape feature,
such as a turbine, creates indirect impacts on the settings of whatever local features lie within range.
As will be shown, this degree of change can be illustrated and quantified, as well as related to any
other nearby active impactors; these analyses can be termed site-as-receptor measures. However
the impacts remain conceptual or theoretical, much as an uncashed cheque, unless and until people
visit or use the location and actually experience the impacts. The degrees of usage and visitation and
the circumstances of these encounters can be identified - or at least proposed for discussion when
absolute evidence is not readily available - and are grouped here as people-as-receptor measures.
These consider the sensitivities of a site’s setting by looking at several characteristics to estimate
whether the site has a plausible chance of being visited, whether in an impromptu or planned activity,
or has any other indications of public usage and value. These are mainly derived from:
 the degree to which the site is actively or passively promoted as a visitor attraction or
functions as a public facility,
 the extent to which any public access is feasible or facilitated, and
 an analysis of the site’s occurrence in publications, particularly the non-specialised material
which might bring the site’s existence to the attention of a mainstream audience.
Until recently the planning process relied on passive descriptions of archaeological setting and very
little precision in terms of definitional or procedural guidelines on how to undertake these assessments
or even what the objectives should be. A snapshot summary of the situation until the autumn of 2008
would portray HS as choosing to limit their thinking to the site-as-receptor ethos and increasingly
hostile to any broadening of perspective to incorporate people-as-receptor analyses. This stance,
which was shared within some other parts of the system, was compatible with the loose phrasing of
Scottish planning policy and guidance documents, but was by no means the only possible
interpretation of the relevant literature.
A similar situation prevails within other parts of the UK, and practitioner unease from several
archaeological groups led to the establishment of a settings working group under the Institute of Field
Archaeologists (IFA) in 2007. The IFA is the nearest equivalent of a professional body for the sector,
and has been involved in creating of suggested standards and procedures. The report from this group
was assembled by George Lambrick and suggested that we need a significant effort from government
across the UK to update archaeological settings objectives and procedures within the relevant
planning processes. A parallel ongoing collation of guidance and casework evolution for cultural
heritage setting issues across the UK is being undertaken by Oxford Archaeological Associates
(Colcutt 2009). These paragraphs therefore summarise a systemic UK-wide problem rather than being
primarily critical of any individual organisation; the IFA report also found that HS was rather more
helpful than other UK counterparts in producing material to help planning assessments
(www.archaeologists .net/ modules/icontent/inPages/docs/Setting%20Working%20Gp%20Rpt%20-%20final%20
revised %20version.pdf).
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This type of report usually presents a series of references to the various planning documents to justify
the approach taken in the assessment. This tends to produce an indigestible and arcane section of
text which deters many potential audiences, whether amongst those interests identified in Section 2.2
or elsewhere. As a result, the referencing and background to the preceding comments is moved to
Annex 1 of this report. Within this main body of the text, the attention will focus on four documents
released between July and November 2008. These are not full replacements for the earlier material
discussed in Annex 1, much of which remains relevant to varying degrees, but the new material does
provide a summary of the key messages for the remainder of this section.
A flurry of Scottish Government activity at the end of October 2008 saw the co-ordinated issue of two
policy documents which provide key references for this discussion. These are:
 Scottish Historic Environment Policy (a consolidated version of previous individual thematic
SHEPs, issued by Historic Scotland), and
 Scottish Planning Policy 23: Planning and the Historic Environment (known as SPP23, and
issued by the Scottish Government Directorate for the Built Environment to replace the
previous NPPG5 Archaeology and Planning and NPPG18 Planning and the Historic
Environment documents).
Neither document is a radical rewrite or a fundamentally new stance. Their tone is more about
updating policy statements, and both introduce clear balancing emphases for managing rather than
resisting change. SPP23 concludes with:
[Para] 52. This SPP encourages a positive and proactive approach by planning authorities to
managing change in the historic environment. The historic environment is important in that it can bring
added value, not just as a cultural add-on, but as an economic driver, attracting inward investment,
playing a vital part in our tourist industry and helping communities to regenerate. The identification,
promotion and enabling of opportunities for high-quality development which builds upon the values
embedded in the historic environment can help sustain the resource by recognising its special needs
while at the same time delivering solutions fit for modern needs.
and the consolidated SHEP states at an early stage that:
[Para] 1.8. The protection of the historic environment is not about preventing change. Ministers
believe that change in this dynamic environment should be managed intelligently and with
understanding, to achieve the best outcome for the historic environment and for the people of
Scotland. Such decisions often have to recognise economic realities. [highlights as original]
Both also begin to identify what archaeological setting means and how development might impact on
it. The terminology is general, but their inclusion in any form is unprecedented and can be compared
to the previous stance in the HS Memorandum of Guidance on Listed Buildings and Conservation
Areas issued in 1998, which blithely stated that setting “is not defined in the legislation but authorities
are firmly encouraged not to interpret the word narrowly” (Appendix 1, para 10.0.0). SPP23 describes
setting as:
[Para] 9. The location of historic features in the landscape and the patterns of past use and activity are
part of the historic environment. Setting is more than the immediate surroundings of a site or building
and, for example, may be related to the function or use of a place, or how it was intended to fit into the
landscape or townscape, the view from it or how it is seen from around, or areas that are important to
the protection of the place, site or building.
Descriptive SHEP references to setting are more subtle, but can be found in two specialised annexes:
Annex 2: criteria for determining whether a building is of ‘special architectural or historic
interest’ for listing
[Para] 13. Setting: the context in which a structure sits can be a critical factor in its evaluation. It
invariably accounts for its form and should not be under-rated. A structure whose setting has changed
adversely, removing the original contextual character, or which has been removed from its context,
has one less factor in support of its case for designation.
Annex 5: relationship of scheduled monument consent to planning consent
[Para] 3. [……] In the case of impact on the setting of the monument, securing the preservation of the
monument ‘within an appropriate setting’ as required by national policy is solely a matter for the
planning system. Whether any particular development will have an adverse impact on the setting of a
scheduled monument is a matter of professional judgement. It will depend upon such variables as the
nature, extent, design of the development proposed, the characteristics of the monument in question,
its relationship to other monuments in the vicinity, its current landscape setting and its contribution to
our understanding and appreciation of the monument.
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Summarising the messages in these extracts, the most fundamental is probably the recognition in both
documents for balancing need with opportunity and reality. The shift implies that, while preservation
for the greater good is still perfectly legitimate, its rationale will need robust justification and expression
to stand against the usually quantitative benefits identified by intending developers. The settings
paragraphs open this prospect by identifying some of the attributes which will become relevant, but
are at present unsupported by any indication of how these would be analysed and presented, apart
from the reference to a reliance on professional judgement in the final extract above.
However, for the purposes of this report, a more targeted and independent contribution was made in
the findings from the Clyde Windfarm Public Local Inquiry [PLI]. These were delivered in May 2007 by
the Reporter, David Gordon, and released in July 2008 on behalf of Scottish Ministers when the
application was consented. Clyde was the first Scottish windfarm application to go to PLI on Historic
Environment concerns, and therefore an unprecedented opportunity to provide casework; as yet no
other Scottish windfarm PLI findings can add relevant verdicts. Within the Clyde PLI report, under
Chapter 9’s heading of Findings of Fact and the subheading of Archaeology – indirect impacts (pp12528) Gordon states as para 9.67 that:
“HS argued that, when considering the impact of the windfarm on the setting of a SAM [Scheduled
Ancient Monument], the receptor is the SAM, not the person viewing or visiting the monument; and
that the question of whether the SAM is visited is irrelevant. I do not accept this. In my opinion, the
impact of a windfarm on a SAM that is visited and enjoyed by many people will be significantly greater
than that in a situation which is similar except for the fact that there are no visitors.”
This stands as the highest status comment from the Scottish planning hierarchy about what setting
assessments should target. It also opens the door for people-as-receptor approaches as legitimate
strategies for planning consideration, by identifying visitor numbers and experiential elements as
significant attributes.
The final document in this recent set comes from HS and is the latest version of Scoping of
Development Proposals – Assessment of Impact on the Setting of the Historic Environment Resource:
Some General Considerations, issued in April 2009 (www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/scoping-of-developmentproposals-2009.pdf). This is a short narrative summary of HS thinking which is clearly designed to be
helpful at a practical level by outlining what HS sees as the key attributes and parameters for inclusion
within an EIA. In overall terms it is successful and therefore a useful contribution, but has some
ideologically mixed messages. Its main emphasis is firmly behind the site-as-receptor ethos, and it
identifies a clear separation from “measuring impacts on landscape. The latter will be the subject of
separate assessment within EIA and that will subsume, where appropriate, the historic dimension of
the landscape” (p2). This would initially suggest that people-as-receptor attributes are still regarded as
outside the permitted scope, but within a list of 20 elements to characterise setting includes a bullet
point to cover “recreational/leisure value of the site within its surroundings either formally or informally”
(p2). This is however qualified by a footnote that “numbers of visitors to sites or visitor perceptions
should not in themselves be interpreted as indicators of the relative importance of the asset, its public
value or the significance of the impact.” which is supposedly justified by a House of Commons select
committee report in 2006 about levels of financial support given to English Heritage, which remarked
in passing that “the number of visits to designated sites is a partial and rather unsatisfactory measure
of the public value of heritage.” This extrapolation of context and jurisdiction can be questioned as the
quote concerns funding allocations to managing bodies, not reaching balanced asset values for an
indirect impact in a development application and has a dubious status for Scottish policy contexts,
even though its sentiments can be endorsed within its original context. The bias in HS source
selection is shown by the complete omission of any mention within the document for the Clyde PLI
finding quoted above, which has a direct Scottish status and relevance and should in the normal
course of events be acknowledged within the contents of such guidance, even if it is a fundamental
contradiction of the attempted ethos.
This raises the issue of what status this document actually has – if it simply defines what HS requires
from EIAs within their own purposes and limits, there is no procedural problem, only a regret that its
perspective is so doggedly restrictive. However if it is meant to define how the full planning process
should assess indirect impacts on the setting of the historic environment, then an open debate is
needed before such a role can be accepted or confirmed by the other participants and audiences.
In July 2009 HS withdrew the 1998 policy document HS Memorandum of Guidance on Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas as largely replaced by SHEP and SSP23; its remaining scope
would be covered by a proposed set of 14 Guidance notes on specific topics, one of which was
Setting. These were issued for consultation in August 2009, with a closing date in December and an
analysis report promised for February 2010. The Setting draft repeated previous HS stances, so I
submitted a response outlining my continuing concerns along the themes explored above. At the time
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of writing several months later, there has been no further news on the consultation outcomes, leaving
the debate in limbo. Details are shown at www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/index/about/consultations/
closedconsultations.htm, with the Setting draft and 35 responses.
In view of the general uncertainties and some contradictions across these documents and their
directions, this report will augment site-as-receptor analyses with people-as-receptor assessments of
the degree to which the relevant protected sites might be used, visited or otherwise valued by the
public. The aim is to establish in each case if the degree of change has a more tangible importance for
a best informed planning decision than might be evident from the confines of the site-as-receptor
perspective. This begins the exploration of whether the notional cheque is actually cashed.

8.2 Relevant issues
There are three factors which can be proposed as having the potential to affect the setting of
statutorily protected archaeological and historical sites in the neighbourhood of the proposed
development. These are:
 noise,
 shadow flicker, and
 visual impact.
8.2.1 Noise
This is given a full methodological description and analysis within the OSEL planning documentation
covering Environmental Health Studies, but as a general non-technical guide, noise effects under
normal conditions would not extend beyond a circular area with a radius of about 500m from the
nearest turbine. Any location outside this zone would be out of range of any noise impact. Apart from
some derelict minor airfield buildings and structures, no recorded historic environment site, whether
statutorily protected or not, will receive any noise impact in normal conditions.
8.2.2 Shadow flicker
This is also given a full description and analysis within the OSEL planning documentation covering
Environmental Health Studies, but as a non-technical guide, shadow flicker effects under normal
conditions could be visible for windowed structures within a circular area with a radius of about 10
rotor diameters from each turbine. As the proposed turbines have a nacelle height of 78m and a blade
diameter of 82m, this gives a potentially affected zone of 820m outwards from the turbine. No
windowed and inhabited historic environment site, whether statutorily protected or not, will receive any
shadow flicker impacts in normal conditions. This statement is slightly qualified by the presence of the
Fearn airfield Royal Naval control tower, designated as LB-C(S) and discussed later in terms of its
anticipated visual impact; this lies about 810m from T3 as its nearest turbine, but is not inhabited and
does not have conventional edged windows looking towards the turbines. Instead its façade has
panoramic full-width balcony windows which are too expansive for shadow flicker. The LB-B inhabited
Fearn former manse, also discussed later for visual impact, is c1.2km from T1 as its nearest turbine
and has some degree of tree screening, so should be unaffected by shadow flicker.
8.2.3 Visual impact
This attribute focuses on the visual result of erecting structures in the landscape, a relevant element
for on-shore wind farms, which contain large rotating structures in often prominent locations. A
practical difficulty is that there is no direct guidance from Historic Scotland for the assessment of visual
impact on archaeological grounds. Scottish Executive Planning Advice Note 45 gives the following
guidance on the effect of distance on the perception of a windfarm in an open landscape (without
relating this to tower height, but having earlier referred to turbines of tower height >70m and rotor
diameters of >80m; these dimensions are larger than those proposed for this project):
General perception of a wind farm in an open landscape
Distance
Perception
Up to 2 km
Likely to be a prominent feature
2-5 km
Relatively prominent
5-15 km
Only prominent in clear visibility – seen as part of the wider landscape
15-30 km
Only seen in very clear visibility – a minor element in the landscape
Source: PAN 45 (revised 2002): Renewable Energy Technologies, Table 3.

Other approaches and guidelines exist for ZTV assessment from the wind energy industry and from
SNH and can be transferred across. An SNH review of ZTV literature in 2002 included several
assessments on distance of turbine from observer, noting also that in most cases any distance-effect
is not related directly to or varied by the size or height of turbine towers. The PAN 45 guidance above
was cited, along with the statement that “significant visual impacts of wind turbines are only
experienced within 5 km” (British Wind Energy Association 2000). This BWEA statement was cited in
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the same manner in a previous assessment, to which HS responded that “it is a misleading statement
that does not reflect accurately national planning policy guidance” as a result of its initial inclusion in a
draft text of NPPG 6 before the blanket removal of all the numerically specific comments for the
revised version published in 2000. However, its citation remains valid because it appears in the 2002
SNH publication which describes it as a comment “of interest” - p10, para 3.13 - so it is still registered
within Scottish Government publications as an informed external observation. HS concerns are noted,
but can be referred back to the PAN45 table which offers a largely compatible perspective on the
significance of the 5km threshold within national planning policy guidance and related material.

9.0 Selecting & sifting relevant archaeological and
historical sites for VI analysis
The selection of sites for inclusion in the indirect impact analysis uses a number of criteria. All sites
formally designated by HS within the surrounding area were included for initial testing against the
Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) maps provided by Orkney Sustainable Energy Ltd to determine
whether the topography would provide sightlines. The surrounding area is derived from the 5km
distance threshold in PAN45 (see Section 8.2.3), but extended up to 8km to ensure that the catchment
is responsive to any idiosyncrasies of the local topography and context. In addition the sweep for HS
Properties in Care (PICs) was extended to 10km,
This first sift gave a large number of Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAMs), Listed Buildings (LBs),
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes (HGDLs) and Historic Scotland Properties In Care (PICs).
No Conservation Areas or World Heritage Sites are affected within the ZTV and/or present in this part
of Easter Ross. As the software does not record visibility screening from above-ground features such
as forestry or other buildings, a further investigation was made of the actual situation for each site,
which reduces the list at a second stage. Some notable exclusions from the first sifting exercise by
ZTV software are identified at this stage to remove any concern that any inadvertent omissions have
occurred. The sites in the following table lie outside any ZTV for topographic reasons
Name
Cromarty
Tain

Tain

House of Geanies
Tain Airfield
Balnagowan Castle
Nigg Church
Loch Eye

Categories
Cromarty village conservation
area, Cromarty House LB-A and
HGDL containing other LBs
All LBs within the town
All SAMs within the town,
including the market cross and St
Duthus church; also includes St
Duthus
chapel
immediately
outside Tain to the NE
LB-B and HGDL containing other
LBs
Operations block LB-B
LB-B and HGDL containing other
LBs
LB-B church containing SAM
Pictish cross-slab
2 SAM enclosures on submerged
shoreline

Hilton of Cadboll
chapel

SAM and HS PIC

Newton Chapel

SAM

Comment
Definitive exclusion by ZTV analysis
Definitive exclusion by ZTV analysis

Definitive exclusion by ZTV analysis

Marginal topographic exclusion by ZTV analysis; confirmed
in practice due to intervening tree screen as shown on OS
map and confirmed by site visit
Definitive exclusion by ZTV analysis
Marginal exclusion by ZTV analysis; confirmed in practice
due to intervening tree screen as shown on OS map
SAM excluded as re-erected inside church; sightline from
church broken by surrounding tree screen and buildings
Excluded as submerged
Definitive exclusion by ZTV analysis as site sits within a
surrounding bowl of low cliffs
Marginal exclusion by ZTV analysis; confirmed in practice
due to intervening tree and buildings screen

The second stage of sifting eliminated sites where the ZTV software showed potential visual impact
but particular site attributes (usually forestry screening) identified by site visits will prevent the actual
occurrence of visual impact. This was related to the previously cited extract from the HS Memorandum
of Guidance on Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas that “development outwith the [LB] curtilage
should also be regarded as affecting the setting where this will, in a rural location, be seen in any
principal view either of or from the listed building, or affect in any way the main approaches to it”
(Section 10.1.0). This definition was also applied as much as feasible to the SAMs and HGDLs within
this section. In some cases the LBs and HGDLs are private residences with no right of access to the
property or its garden, an issue which can prevent full capture of views “from the listed building” with
the site visit limited to the external boundary.
This sift is essentially a yes/no question of whether the turbine location would be visible from the site.
If direct visibility is interrupted, it means that there would be no chance of seeing the entire turbine, but
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does not exclude the possibility of fractional visibility. This scenario was dealt with as a series of sitebased judgements, using the distance and extent of the screening features as criteria. In some cases
this meant that sites with potential partial visibility remained in contention for further investigation. The
following sites will either receive no visual impact from the turbines (ie total screening) or might receive
visual impact from fractional upper turbine visibility, which if apparent, would only occur above or
through gaps within the outline of the screening features. The maximum degree of any impact would
therefore be minimal in actual terms. The table below gives site-specific comments.
Site

Type

Distance
from
turbines

Tarbat
House

LB-A &
HGDL

7.2km

Fearn
Station &
Railway
cottages

LB-B
and
LB-C(S)

3.1km

Arabella
House

LB-B

4.0km

1/2 Easter
Rarichie

LB-B

1.7km

Rhynie

LB-B

3.3km

Cadboll
Castle

SAM

4.4km

LB-C(S)

2.4km

LB-B

4.2km

LB-B

5.2km

Ankerville
Corner
Bayfield
House
(Old)
Shandwick
House

Comment
Principal view from the front of the ruined house looks S which is perpendicular
to the turbine direction, and is obscured by foreground woodland. Principal view
along main access does in parts look towards the turbine positions, but is
consistently obscured by foreground and middle distance woodland, as well as
the house itself. No external location was identified which would include a
principal view to the house/grounds and the proposed turbines. The HGDL is
reverting to natural woodland with apparently unhindered tree and shrub growth
in the interior and particularly at the boundary, which diminishes the HGDL
attributes to being more aspirational than an actual reflection of the current
situation. The recent history of this property has been a long-standing issue (eg
extensive coverage in the Buildings At Risk Register at www.buildingsatrisk.org.uk)
and the designations suggest a high degree of planning concern can be
anticipated for any additional pressures on this complex. The turbines would not
be visible from within the core site area nor within the principal views from the
house, so would not affect the future treatment of this property and the longer
term ability to secure its future or regain its former grandeur (see photo below).
ZTV analysis suggested marginal topographic exclusion, with the railway station
selected by OSEL for treatment as a full landscape viewpoint (no.9 in the
accompanying Volume 2 Site plans, drawings and photomontage images), which
indicates that in practice the station position in a dip is fully screened by a
combination of a foreground rise and minor vegetation elements, with the
wireframe showings that even in a hypothetical open view without vegetation
screening elements, only fractional upper elements of the turbines would be
seen. The cottages which lie 100m N of the station were not specifically tested,
but the site visit suggested that their slightly higher roadside position has much
the same scenario, with the minor elevation making little difference due to
immediate foreground screening from road furniture, the road bridge over the
railway and station buildings and structures.
The house fronts onto the side of an unclassified road from Arabella Bridge to
Kildary, with a tall (3-4m high?) roadside shrubbery hedge in front of the lawn
providing a substantial screen for any external view; the principal view looks SSE
which is nearly perpendicular to the direction to the proposed turbines. The side
view towards the turbines is screened by trees and minor buildings, which would
give a total or near-total barrier. This is to some extent a logical result of a
probably deliberate strategy during and since the war to provide seclusion from
any disturbance caused by activity on the airfield. A middle distance tract of
woodland on the north side of the B9175 (centred on NH 812/756, at 1.2km
distance) gives a further screening element.
These cottages lie within an active farmyard and are totally obscured from the
turbines by intervening foreground large farm buildings and middle-distance
woodland. There is no principal approach in a scenic sense nor a principal view
from the cottages due to the internal farmyard location.
The principal view looks SSE, which is 45º outside the direction in which the
proposed turbines would feature; this is only a minor side aspect obscured by
trees and a c3m high curtain wall which would give a high degree of screening
from the house and the principal approach. No external location was identified
which would include a principal view to the house and the proposed turbines.
The ruin sits within the middle of a complex of later farm buildings with externally
adjacent tree plantations. A parallel pair of long linear barns prevents any direct
line of sight from the ruin, and the farm buildings and trees have obscured any
trace of the principal approach as a plausibly authentic attribute. There is no
principal view to the ruin due to the internal farm complex location.
Obscured by foreground tree screen & buildings and middle ground settlement
and trees around the slight mound of Culisse farm and along its access track.
The house and principal approach are obscured by a foreground designed tree
screen within the Bayfield grounds & middle distance buildings.
Obscured within surrounding tree screen. The south facing principal view is
perpendicular to the line of sight to the turbines; the side view to the turbines
would be interrupted by the Arabella tree screen and then the same tract of
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Calrossie,
Calrossie
Mains

LB-C(S)

Both
3.8km

woodland on the north side of the B9175 (centred on NH 812/756). The principal
approach runs WNW from the house in an opposite direction from the turbines.
Sightlines obscured by combination of foreground tree screens, middle distance
settlement on slight rise, and further distant Clay of Allan farm with its line of 3
tall grain silos and other large farm buildings.

View east towards proposed turbines from the front of Tarbat House at NH77036/73599 (Jan 2007). This sightline
is perpendicular to the principal view from the house façade and continues through further forestry beyond the
visible treeline towards the turbines, which would sit behind and below the clump of distant trees in the left centre.
This site has also been treated by OSEL as a full landscape viewpoint (no.10 in the accompanying Volume 2 Site
plans, drawings and photomontage images), and the wireframe shows that even in a hypothetical open view with
no screening elements, only fractional upper elements of the turbines would be seen above a topographic rise.

This sifting left the following sites for further specific consideration, as shown on the following map:
Site no.
LBs
47342

Name

NGR NH

Dist km

NMRS record

Fearn RN Control Tower LB-C(S)

84790/76141

0.8

7780

Fearn Abbey LB-A

83736/77258

1.2

7781
14042
SAMs
1674
4781
5215

Fearn former manse LB-B
Chapelhill Church LB-B

83758/77197
8247/7362

1.1
2.4

NH87NW21.01 NH87NW0044
Abbey
NH87NW1
NH87NW0001
Graveyard
NH68NW10
NH68NW0056
NH87NW27
NH87NW0020
NH87SW35
NH87SW0037

Shandwick Stone
Easter Rarichie dun 650m SW of
Easter Rarichie fort & dun 600m S of

855/747
84066/73643
84341/73580

1.8
2.1
2.1

NH87SE4
NH87SW8
NH87SW6
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10.0 Defining sensitivities for the site categories
This section defines the generic measures of sensitivity which result from the statutory designations.
These are summarised in tabular form to describe the full range of permutations operating in Scotland,
with items or attributes relevant for the ZPV of this project highlighted by shaded text backgrounds,
and it then derives the consequent generic sensitivities to change for subsequent use in this
reassessment in relation to the relevant individual sites.
Site categories and level of potential sensitivity from their recognised levels of importance
Type of site
Recognised importance
Potential sensitivity
WHS
international
very high
SAMs, LB-As, HGDLs, Conservation Areas national
high
Archaeological sites of regional
regional
moderate
importance*, LB-Bs
Archaeological sites of local importance*,
local
low
LB-C(S)s
Other archaeological remains*
zero to slight
not usually seen as sensitive
As yet undiscovered or unidentified sites
indefinable ahead of discovery indefinable ahead of discovery
and remains **
Notes
* = there is as yet no consistent or defined system for differentiating between these levels of importance nor for
their treatment within the planning process. All three categories would normally be present within NMRS and the
SMR; depending on the individual SMR, its records may show these assigned levels of importance
** = the potential presence of undiscovered or unidentified sites and remains would normally be considered in
relation to the probability of direct impacts by programmes of precautionary mitigation to maximise the likelihood
of their discovery; however the implications of indirect impacts can not be resolved until the presence and nature
of any “new” sites or remains is established
[site type] = the pink background shows that sites of this type occur within the sample for specific analysis

A matrix has been developed to show how the generic site sensitivity can be related to the anticipated
degree of change or impact which the site may undergo from the proposed development. Use of such
an illustrative device has been recommended by HS.
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Matrix relating the general significance of potential site sensitivity to the anticipated degree of change.
Sensitivity
of site
NOT
VERY
MINIMAL
LOW
MODERATE HIGH
SENSITIVE
HIGH
moderate/
high/
none
moderate
high
very high
VERY HIGH
high
very high
moderate/
high/
none
low
moderate
high
HIGH
high
very high
Degree
minimal/
moderate/
of
low
moderate
high
MODERATE none
low
high
change
minimal/
moderate/
none
minimal
low
moderate
LOW
low
high
minimal/
none
none
minimal
low
moderate
MINIMAL
low

Significant impacts which might become pivotal planning considerations tend to occur in the boxes
towards the top right of the chart, at the levels of moderate/high and above. Specific circumstances
will apply to each case (derived from the individual characteristics of each site and the precise nature
of the anticipated change) which will require individual analysis before accurate assessments can be
made. This matrix, including the derived levels of significance and the hierarchy of colour coding will
be used in the remainder of this report.

11.0 VI sensitivities of individual sites from site-asreceptor criteria
Combining the sites which remain from the sifting and exclusion exercises in Section 9.0 with the
generic sensitivities to change derived from their designated categories in Section 10.0 gives the table
below.
Site no.
LBs
47342
7780
7781
14042
SAMs
1674
4781
5215

Name

LB Cat

NGR NH

Sensitivity from category

Fearn RN Control Tower
Fearn Abbey
Fearn former manse
Chapelhill Church

C(S)
A
B
B

84790/76141
83736/77258
83758/77197
8247/7362

low
high
moderate
moderate

855/747
84066/73643
84341/73580

high
high
high

Shandwick Stone
Easter Rarichie dun 650m SW of
Easter Rarichie fort & dun 600m S of

12.0 VI sensitivities of individual sites from peopleas-receptor analysis
Alongside the site-as-receptor analyses and results, parallel lines of enquiry are pursued to identify
whether the site-as-receptor findings are likely to be actually experienced by people. This involves
assessing the character and function within the landscape of the same set of sites to gauge the
probability of their being visited by people, and to provide information where possible on the number of
visits and visitors.

12.1 Rationale and contexts
An earlier comment can be revisited to illustrate that there are different purposes when assessing
indirect impacts. The statutory protection of important and formally designated elements of the historic
environment focuses on the concept of the site or landscape feature as the receptor of the impact. The
basis of this approach is derived from the content of a series of planning policy and guidance notes,
which outline settings considerations in a generic context but do not acknowledge that there are
fundamental differences between direct and indirect impacts. This context sets a series of objectives
within which HS and some others limit their protective strategies in discharging their statutory
responsibilities to the site-as-impact-receptor model.
This report has attempted to fully address the needs of HS and others within the terms which they
have defined as necessary (ie the site-as-receptor approach) and will now extend the scope of the
discussion to include investigations from the people-as-receptor perspectives. This progression is
intended to remove the debate from a polarised argument between the two approaches to a platform
where both are used in a sequential progression towards a comprehensive set of verdicts. This is
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designed to enable all potential audiences (see Section 2.2.5) to gain full value from this assessment;
any parties who see their interests as only lying within specified limits should be able to satisfy those
intermediate needs from within the wider composite of perspectives.
People-as-receptor interactions can take many forms, with the two most obvious being to visit the site
or feature and/or to use it for a particular function or purpose within their routine. Each of these raises
practical issues for consideration. The first is the difficulty in quantifying the extent to which a site may
be visited or used, as direct or measured visitor figures are rarely available. In Section 2.2.3, it was
estimated that Scotland has over 50,000 protected Historic Environment sites. However, Scotland has
only some 400 Historic Environment sites where visitor attendances are directly measured or
assessed; this figure is derived from the annual publication on behalf of VisitScotland of the Visitor
Attraction Monitor (VAM), a data-gathering exercise which attempts to survey all the 1000 or so visitor
attractions of all types where visitor figures are monitored. Therefore in the vast majority of cases, an
indirect assessment methodology is needed.
The objectives here were to compile evidence to gauge whether the selected sites have a plausible
chance of being visited or used functionally. It is intended to be a relatively straightforward method of
analysis which produces practical and non-technical results, and is completely replicable in the sense
that it can be undertaken by anyone at any time and is likely to produce consistent results from the
identified sources for each investigation. In some cases the evidence is easily derived and gives some
indication of the volume or quantity of users and visitors, but in others the available evidence was
minimal or non-existent. As will become apparent, the target is to demonstrate a probability threshold
for each site. Once a site passes that threshold into having a plausible chance of being visited, then
no further evidence sourcing is needed. A site which remains below that threshold is investigated for a
number of elements and sources, though once these are exhausted its analysis can stop. The search
does not have to be totally exhaustive as long as it is balanced and wide-ranging, as the goal is to
demonstrate a plausible chance, not any chance in any circumstance.
One indicator for visitor probability is whether and how a site is indicated on maps, particularly the OS
1:50000 Landranger and 1:25000 Explorer ranges; this may be neutral such as a blob symbol with a
name, a gothic script to indicate an antiquity, or highlighting by a tourist and leisure symbol. Using OS
maps as a reference source is sometimes criticised by consultees, with concerns expressed about any
claims for a pivotal influence and consultee opinion that OS inclusion may not be comprehensive or
currently accurate when analysed in detail. These concerns are accepted and OS inclusion is used in
this methodology as one of a range of indicators rather than as a pivotal determinant. However, OS
depiction remains a valuable indicator for two reasons. The first is that the inclusion of a site is highly
relevant to the probability of it being considered for a planned visit, particularly by people who come
from outside the area; the corollary is that a site which is not OS marked is likely to only be known by
locals and a limited number of historic environment specialists, which may well decrease the plausible
visitor estimates dramatically. The second element is the logo or symbol used to denote the site; in
some cases OS use a range of clear symbols to show the site as welcoming visitors. Current editions
illustrate 15 symbol types under tourist and leisure information on the 1:50000 maps and 29 for the
1:25000 scale. A site without one of these symbols, most of which are designed to be clearly noticed,
will attract correspondingly less attention from visitors with mainstream or non-specialist intentions.
Therefore the symbol used for a site becomes a valid indicator of probability.
Another issue to note is that the people-as-receptor model targets the probability of the site being
visited by people by compiling a series of indicators. In some cases, including sites within this
assessment, the site may be identifiable as receiving a large number of separate visitors (ie the
number of visits and the number of different people who make the visits are similar) or it may be a
smaller number of people making repeated visits. The full significance of this distinction is not yet
apparent, but it does provide some interesting lines of approach. On one level a promoted visitor
attraction may receive a significant number of visitors, and it seems likely that most of them will be
tourists who come to the area briefly from outside. Their experiences of the visual impact will be
temporary and probably a one-off event before they move on.
On the other hand the vast majority of visitors to a site such as a locally active church would be
frequent visitors due to the site’s function within the locale and community. These recurring visitors
would be repeatedly exposed to the visual impact and will probably be mainly local, which means that
they could be reached by community consultation to canvass their reactions. This could provide a
means of gauging both the site-as-receptor and people-as-receptor results against actual opinions
from the site’s users, giving a powerful feedback mechanism for the overall planning assessment.
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12.2 Sources for people-as-receptor analyses
The following publications were assembled as a basis from which to identify the degree to which each
site is referenced in conventional literature. The list comprises those sources which could be identified
across the available regional or local guidebooks and some semi-specialist/academic literature:








Alston 1996 Ross & Cromarty - a historical guide
Baldwin 1986 Firthlands of Ross and Sutherland
Beaton 1992 Ross & Cromarty - an illustrated architectural guide
Close-Brooks 1995 The Highlands (Exploring Scotland’s Heritage series)
Gifford 1992 Highlands and Islands (Buildings of Scotland/ Pevsner Architectural Guides)
Humphreys & Reid 2006 The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands & Islands
Tait 2009 The North Highlands of Scotland guide book

Other sources were consulted, including the last few annual issues of Visitor Attraction Monitor (Moffat
Centre 2004-09), without references being identified to produce measured visitor numbers for any of
these sites. Some site specific publications were found, with a few tourism leaflets produced in the last
few years by various organisations; these are detailed in the Bibliography. OS maps were
investigated, focusing on the 1:25,000 Explorer map no. 438 Dornoch & Tain and 1:50,000
Landranger no. 21 Dornoch, Alness & Invergordon area. A note was also taken of the relevant records
in the Canmore and Pastmap online databases and the Highland SMR in case these highlighted
particularly relevant attributes; these records also highlight the existence of any specialist and
academic references which might attract niche visitors with particular interests. A specialist RCAHMS
sites catalogue publication was investigated but found – as expected – to contain nothing additional to
the relevant Canmore database records (RCAHMS 1979).
Each site was also visited, with notes taken to create the descriptions below of the site as it appears
today. These included the observations on access availability and degree of facilitation, signage, and
any presentation and promotion.

12.3 Site descriptions
In addition to the literature sources, all the sites have their own records within the Canmore, Pastmap
and Highland SMR databases, but these are only identified when specifically relevant.
12.3.1 Fearn Airfield RN control tower [LB-C(S)]
The derelict tower’s stark external structure of brick and concrete walls is largely intact as a 3-storey
windowless shell, though it has apparently been deliberately damaged internally, with holes punched
in partition walls to discourage its use as living space. Attempts have been made to barricade access
to the interior, but these have been partially broken down, so access is possible through splintered
hardboard and rubble. The structure is clearly visible from most parts of the airfield, as befits its
original function, and has an iconic bleak isolation to its appearance. It is not very visible from outside
the airfield in today’s landscape, with only a few sightlines opening up. In common with the rest of the
airfield, it has no signage or presentation. There is no specific principal approach in terms of a
definable element as outlined within LB consideration (see HS Memorandum of Guidance on Listed
Buildings &c, Section 10.1.0), but the remnant network of airfield roads mean it is easily reached, with
a direct approach only hindered by the need to climb over two locked gates or fences.
The airfield is clearly marked on OS maps at both scales, though with no descriptive information; the
relatively high preservation enables a near complete representation of the airfield contents. The
control tower is shown as an unidentified building within the other survivors without any distinguishing
emphasis. None of the literature sources refer to the tower or the airfield, though an airfield symbol is
shown on schematic maps in Leaflets 3 & 4 (see Bibliography). However there are several specialised
WW2 historic literature sources for the airfield, as cited in the Listed Building report for the tower.
These findings suggest that the probability of an impromptu or unplanned visit in normal contexts is
minimal or zero, as the airfield has no mainstream profile and is not an obvious or attractive feature
within the surrounding landscape to attract a passing audience. Similarly it is unlikely to attract any
significant element of planned visitation; while this is physically possible with relatively easy access,
this is only a convincing possibility under a belief that people set out to visit derelict airfields. However,
the possibility of a very small niche of WW2 military architecture enthusiasts may exist, attracted by
the specialist literature, the unusually high survival of the airfield and its unusual wartime history, and
that the control tower may be an architecturally unique survivor in Scotland. This stream of visitor
traffic is unlikely to be large and may not have high expectations of surrounding landscape features
within a hobby of “collecting” derelict sites. As noted in Section 6.0, the airfield has undergone several
phases of industrial use, including a concrete block factory, a crane hire company and a factory for
producing telegraph poles and powerlines. All these have created a tradition of bulk open air storage
around the site, which adds to the idea of low visitor expectations for the aesthetics of the setting.
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Therefore the people-as-receptor analysis is low and matches that derived under the site-as-receptor
rating of the sensitivity to change from the LB-C(S) designation. Despite the original panoramic
function of the control tower, it has only a low overall sensitivity significance and is therefore capable
of accommodating significant change without causing concern.
12.3.2 Fearn Abbey [LB-A]
The abbey survives within the current parish church and graveyard, which is an intact and functioning
community facility within the landscape. The history of the site since the original foundation of the
abbey in about 1238 is complex, with several major rebuild phases both before and after 1560 when
the post-Reformation role of the site changed to a parish church. One major reconstruction followed a
lightening strike in 1742 during a service when the slate roof fell in, killing 38 people. This double
character as both a past monument and a current facility gives a twin aspect to its visitation potential.
As a historical site, it is heavily featured in the regional literary sources listed in Section 12.2; one
description is revealing in that its “stodgy [current] appearance hardly hints at the complexity of its
building history or that it houses one of Scotland’s grandest late 18thC monuments” (Gifford 1992,
p423). The site is also covered on several websites which can easily be found by search engines (eg



www.users.zetnet.co.uk/devout/fearn.htm,
www.northernsights.net/fearn27.html, &
www.undiscoveredscotland.co.uk/balintore/fearnabbey/index.html).


Signage as Fearn Abbey is well distributed around the local road network, with easy direct access and
a large adjacent parking area. Some historic information is given by an on-site noticeboard, and two
historical guides can be collected inside the church (Slade 2000 and Leaflet 2 - see Bibliography). It is
clearly marked on the OS maps as a church with monastery remains, though without the characteristic
blue symbols to denote public access.
These factors all suggest that the tourism visitation potential for the site is high for both planned or
impromptu arrivals, although no real quantification can be attempted. It is also a slightly puzzling
visitor experience under the sightseeing perspective as the site presents an uneasy amalgam of
current and historic features with no guide to unravelling which structural portions belong to which
episodes in its history. Even armed with the wealth of information from the various sources, specific
identification is nearly impossible beyond a basic visual guesswork between old remnants and more
recent incorporations.
The current parish church function gives a parallel strand of discussion. Weekly services are held for
an active congregation of over 120 which may double for festival services, and about 12 funeral and
wedding services are held each year in the church and graveyard (data from James Maxwell, Session
Clerk, pers comm). This gives a consistent stream of repeat visiting by regular users, the majority of
whom are likely to live nearby and whose reactions as a distinct site user could be canvassed within
local community consultations. The graveyard has a comparable split in potential visitation; it contains
some historic graves - explaining why it has separate NMRS and SMR records - which might attract a
small degree of niche tourism traffic, and as a long established facility, could have a genealogical
audience. It is also a functioning local community facility to accompany the parish church as a funeral
and remembrance site.
The site therefore has a very high overall sensitivity under people-as-receptor analyses, due to its
combined visitation potential from its historical significance and its current function. This includes the
church building and graveyard, and the defined main approach from the carpark into the site. This
compares with the high sensitivity derived from the site-as-receptor approach.
12.3.3 Fearn former manse [LB-B] (AKA Hamilton House, McFaid’s House, Farquhar House).
th
This is an intact dwelling complex which may date back to the 17 C, but its present form derives from
a substantial reconstruction in 1825 (Gifford 1992, p425; also Beaton 1992, p70). Both sources are
terse descriptions of 1-2 sentences, and the site is not mentioned in the other literature. The building is
marked but not identified on the OS maps. It is a large complex, now divided into three private
dwellings, without signage or any other distinguishing promotion. No indications were found to suggest
any probability of visitation or access provision – it does not appear, for instance, to have any
commercial accommodation use. Visitors would therefore be limited to residents and their friends,
relatives and other domestic callers. This does not suggest a huge number of people, although a high
degree of repeated exposure on a continual basis will exist in a small number of cases. This creates a
context which would apply for any residential building in a comparable location and can be dealt with
by planning consideration without any emphasis on the historic nature of the manse complex.

This gives a minimal sensitivity under the people-as-receptors analysis; its location next to Fearn
Abbey and the carpark may mean that a greater number of people will passively encounter the site,
but this is recognised within the abbey analysis and is not duplicated here. The minimal sensitivity
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differs from the site-as-receptor sensitivity rating of moderate. As with any occupied building, the
reactions of the owners/residents to this proposal are separate issues for the planning process.
12.3.4 Chapel Hill church [LB-B]
As a historic site, it was built in 1871 by an identified architect, Alexander Ross, on the site of a
predecessor Secession chapel (Beaton 1992, p70); no other literature reference was found. It is
marked on OS maps as an unnamed symbol in the Chapelhill settlement cluster. It appears now to be
an intact but disused and barricaded church, with no signage or other activity, apart from a drainage
trench for a neighbouring property being dug across the frontage during the site visit. It has a roadside
location on a grassy bank, lacks a surrounding graveyard or other defined area, and has no specific
principal approach. As a disused building with no identified references, access or promotion, its
people-as-receptor sensitivity is nil to minimal, in contrast to the site-as-receptor sensitivity which is
moderate from the grade of its Listed Building classification.
12.3.5 Shandwick Stone [SAM]
The Shandwick Stone is an 8thC or thereabouts Pictish standing stone slab with intricate carved
symbols and likely to have been a landscape marker to be viewed from the sea, perhaps as a
navigational guide. It is one of several in and around the Easter Ross coastal strip, many of which
have been assembled into the Pictish Stone trail as an actively promoted tourism feature. This
includes customised collective and individual site signage, a leaflet (“The Highland Pictish Trail” –
Leaflet 1 in Bibliography) and enhanced site presentation. The Shandwick Stone is regarded as one of
the highlights of the trail and is heavily featured in the literature sources, usually with extensive entries,
and in Leaflets 3 & 4. It is also clearly highlighted on the OS maps by a blue tourist feature logo. Some
sources suggest the stone had surrounding burials now lost to ploughing, but which contained cholera
victims in 1832 and may have extended back to much earlier periods.
The probability of its attracting visitors is therefore fairly high from tourism audiences, and it may
receive an element of local visitor traffic as an amenity with a beautiful view overlooking the Balintore
and Shandwick coastal villages. The stone sits in a roadside field, and is accessible through a kissing
gate and a short landscaped path; a bench and information board are also provided. Roadside parking
on this single track rural road and bus route is haphazard, without any designated area, although
impromptu use can be made of verges and a passing place on a blind bend.
The stone is a fragile sandstone slab which has been re-erected after breaking and blowing down in
1846; it is now protected within a large glass and steel-framed conservatory, described as “necessary
but unsightly” (Close-Brooks 1995, p127), which does affect the viewing experience by interrupting the
visual link of the stone from its adjacent landscape setting. The effects of this are discussed further in
Section 15.3.3, but the principal views from the stone lie from north through east to south, away from
the northwest sightline to the proposed turbines. Despite the unclear parking and the enclosing
protective structure, the site has a high overall sensitivity under people-as-receptor analyses, due to
its combined visitation potential from its historical significance and its current local amenity setting.
12.3.6 Easter Rarichie, dun 650m SW of [SAM]
This is one of an adjacent pair of prehistoric SAM sites at Easter Rarichie, with its counterpart c.200m
to the east described in the next entry. They both share many characteristics of likely origin and
current situation, creating some unusual permutations for consideration. The site has an extreme
location on the flattened summit of a geological pinnacle, which contains an unexcavated circular
structure, variously described as a dun or hut circle. The elevated situation gives a spectacular
panorama of over 180º from west through north to east, overlooking what would then have been the
northward continuation of Nigg bay before the historic period reclamation of the coastal fringe and
extending over much of the low ground beyond. The use of such a situation, which has many severe
practical limitations for domestic living, is usually categorised as reflecting a strong need for
defensibility in periods of social unrest and threats.
The visible archaeological remains on the summit are severely reduced, and consist of a low circular
wall outline amidst much bracken and scrub undergrowth; the site visit occurred in January,
suggesting that this is a perennial element. The site is only mentioned in one literature source (Alston
1999, p132, site 49) with a brief uninspiring description which is more appropriate for the counterpart
fort and dun described in the next entry, although the NGR is more accurate for this site. None of the
other sources or leaflets contain any mention, and OS map depictions are minimal and inconspicuous.
There is no signage, presentation or access facilitation such as paths or roadside parking; whichever
arbitrary access route is chosen involves crossing fields, barbed wire fences and stretches of boggy
ground and can be a stiff and exposed climb through rough undergrowth close to the site. Despite its
spectacular situation, the probability of visitation is very low or minimal, as very few potential visitors
would know of its existence and the archaeological reward for the visit is poor with little to identify. In
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summary, its people-as-receptor sensitivity is minimal, in stark contrast to the high site-as-receptor
sensitivity derived from the SAM designation.
12.3.7 Easter Rarichie, fort and dun 600m S of [SAM]
This site shares many characteristics with the Easter Rarichie dun described in the previous entry. It
has a similar location focused on a steep-sided outlying knoll, which gives an increased and possibly
even more spectacular panorama of 270º from SSW round to ESE, and is a more complex series of
remains. The summit dun-like features are similar, though perhaps with a greater range of associated
walling as detailed in the NMRS and SMR records. However the thicker summit undergrowth includes
established whin colonisation which prevented identification of anything more than fragmentary
stretches of the dun ringwall during the January site visit. The sides and base of the knoll are recorded
in NMRS and SMR records as having once contained extensive defensive remodelling to create a
rampart system for a multivallate fort, though the basal ramparts have been ploughed out. Again the
extensive whin spread prevents current diagnosis in any detail, although some clear breaks in slope
can be seen on the knoll sides.
The other people-as-receptor elements reflect those of its neighbour. The site is not directly mentioned
in the literature (but see comment in previous entry about Alston 1999) nor in the other sources or
leaflets, and the OS map depictions are minimal and inconspicuous. There is no signage, presentation
nor access facilitation such as paths or roadside parking; whichever arbitrary access route is chosen
involves crossing crop fields, fences and stretches of boggy ground and can be a stiff climb through
rough undergrowth close to the site. Therefore despite its spectacular situation, the probability of
visitation is very low or minimal, as very few potential visitors would know of its existence and the
archaeological reward for the visit is poor with little to identify. In summary, its people-as-receptor
sensitivity is minimal, in stark contrast to the high site-as-receptor sensitivity derived from the SAM
designation.

12.4 Comparison of sensitivity results
The comparative sensitivity results are shown in the following table:
Site
Fearn RN Control Tower LB-C(S)
Fearn Abbey LB-A
Fearn former manse LB-B
Chapel Hill church LB-B
Shandwick Stone SAM
Easter Rarichie, dun 650m SW of SAM
Easter Rarichie, fort and dun 600m S of SAM

Site-as-receptor
low
high
moderate
moderate
high
high
high

People-as-receptor
low
very high
minimal
minimal
high
minimal
minimal

13.0 Producing visual depictions
The representations prepared by Orkney Sustainable Energy Ltd as wireframes and photo-montages
illustrate the visual impacts which the proposed FWEP turbines would create on the designated sites
within the ZPV. Preparation of these representations is a fairly established process; it involves taking a
photo from the designated site to the position of the windfarm, and noting the NGR of the photo
position. A software package provides a wireframe illustration of the topographic view, into which the
turbines can be placed, and then absorbs the photo to produce the photo-montage with the turbines
included; their depiction can be scaled to match the precise dimensions planned for the development.
There are some points to be borne in mind when viewing the representations in the accompanying
Viewpoint documents. The wireframe software is derived purely from topographic GIS data based on
OS contour lines; therefore it does not show any man-made features of the landscape, nor any
features which stand above the ground surface. It excludes items such as roads, buildings, trees,
hedges, powerlines and a myriad of other features which will be actually contained in the views, so the
photo-montages create a complimentary and more specific depiction.

14.0 Visual assessments from OSEL depictions
The photomontage and wireframe depictions are presented in the accompanying OSEL document:
Volume 2 Site plans, drawings and photomontage images. This document also contains the depictions
for Fearn Railway station and cottages and Tarbat House (Viewpoints 9 and 10 respectively), which as
discussed in Section 9.0 above were excluded due to marginal ZTV status and above ground
screening factors.

14.1 OSEL Viewpoint 2: Fearn abbey and former manse [LB-A & LB-B]
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In terms of the eventual planning decision for this development proposal, the abbey is likely to be the
critical viewpoint for planning scrutiny, and it is appropriate to discuss the presentation of the
depictions from this location. The depiction process has involved resolving some technical issues and
choices on how to demonstrate the visual scenarios to best effect. Creating views within the software
is difficult for locations which are very close to the intended turbines, particularly when maintaining a
consistent viewing angle which is appropriate for the full selection of viewpoints; the choice of 40º is
generally accepted as useful because it gives the lateral span of a human gaze. In relation to the
locational characteristics of the abbey and manse as adjacent features with active but scattered
screening elements, the intention was to find a photo position which best captures their character
within the 40º angle, while finding a position which is likely to be relevant for the majority of visitors and
users of the location. The best representational balance was decided as the carpark, and has been
processed accordingly. The photomontage depiction is based on a photo taken in April 2007 before
the trees had started annual leaf growth, so for a significant part of each year the screening will be
greater than depicted.
The decision was also taken to combine both building complexes under one viewpoint, focussing on
the abbey as the site with both the higher ranking designation and the major public access and use
attributes and therefore the one with the greater relevance for planning consideration. It is accepted
that this does not directly depict the visual impact from the manse which is a key screening element
from the abbey, so the chosen viewpoint is advantageous in this respect. However, alongside the fact
that the visual impact on the manse itself would not be experienced by many people so in general
planning terms is less critical, a meaningful photomontage depiction would be technically difficult
within the software and other view attributes including an immediate minor foreground rise, the
manse’s own tree screen and a roadside hedge; photos were taken but failed to produce
comprehensible photomontages when processed. The abbey car park wireframe is equally applicable
for the manse itself in demonstrating size, scale and degree of visibility of the turbines individually and
collectively in a hypothetical totally open context, so can be used as a guide to the likely scenario.
A photo from the abbey’s main entrance porch is shown below to illustrate the scenario from the
abbey building; this was also taken in April 2007 in the general direction of the turbines before leaf
growth was underway, but has not been treated as a photomontage or otherwise altered. It illustrates
how significant the screening provided by the manse is at this key access spot, plus the degree of
screening and visual distraction from graveyard internal elements and external trees.

Untreated photo view from abbey main entrance porch towards turbine locations. From NNW, April 2007.
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The wireframe shows all three turbines visible to their full extents with their upper halves silhouetted
above the horizon created by the Nigg hill ridgeline. From the specific spot in the carpark, two turbines
are fully tree screened with the third fully visible through a gap between trees. Similar scenarios are
likely throughout other parts of the abbey perimeter, the graveyard and the carpark; the precise
configuration will vary according to the particular viewpoint and the juxtaposition of the intervening
screening factors, but an overall comment can be made that most, if not all, standpoints would have
visibility to some degree of 1 or 2 turbines as a maximum. No position within the graveyard nor the
carpark would actually have uninterrupted views of all three turbines. Reflecting the ethos of including
the principal approach to an LB, it is very likely that visitors would be aware of all three turbines during
their approach to the site along the road network, but on reaching the carpark and then the site itself
the turbine presence would not be noticed to a significant degree. This should also allow the continued
use of the abbey and graveyard for congregational events such as weddings and funerals without any
loss of ambient experience in relation to the surrounding sense of place and atmosphere necessary
for these ceremonies. Taking all these factors into account and accepting that passive awareness of
the turbines is likely to be high but distraction as a result of their presence would be minimal, the
degree of visual change is rated as moderate.
In isolation the manse would probably also have been rated moderate in this discussion to reflect its
own screening elements, but this comment is made without any intention of overlapping into the
reactions of the owners/residents to this development proposal which are separate planning issues.

14.2 OSEL Viewpoint 3: Fearn RN control tower [LB-C(S)]
The proximity of the turbines, which individually ranges from 0.8-1.2km, again introduces problems
when trying to capture their spread in the standard 40º viewing angle of the photomontage, so a
different viewpoint is used, c300m further back and eastwards and showing the turbines and the
control tower. The wireframe is also based on this new position. While the visual effect reduces the
scale of the turbines on the page, the assessed level of the degree of visual impact is not affected and
given a very high rating. All three turbines would be fully visible across a flat airfield with no visual
interruptions or distractions, and can be expected to appear as near-total silhouettes; the partial
overlapping of two turbines in the viewpoint depictions would probably not occur from the control tower
itself, giving three separate visual elements. Their presence would be very noticeable in all conditions
occupying the control tower’s main viewing direction.

14.3 OSEL Viewpoint 5: Shandwick Stone [SAM, presented HVA]
At 1.8km from the nearest turbine, each turbine would be clearly visible in most conditions for the
majority of their extent and as silhouettes; two turbines overlap from this sightline. The viewing
direction contains a featureless horizon formed by a nearby crest within a ploughed field, so has no
distractions. Visitors to the stone would probably focus attention on the intricately carved east face of
the stone, therefore finding the turbines within their viewing direction, but in relation to the sense of
place, the major attribute is the panoramic seascape in the opposite quadrants. In terms of
incongruous elements, the turbines would be less distracting than the stone’s “necessary but
unsightly” protective housing structure, so their visual rating is assessed as moderate.

14.4 OSEL Viewpoint 6: Easter Rarichie dun [SAM]
The situation from both Easter Rarichie dun sites is too similar to justify individual depictions, so the
dun at NH 84066/73643 (SAM #4781) has been selected to represent both scenarios. All three
turbines would be fully visible at distance ranges of 2.1-2.4km in clear views without intervening
distractions. The elevated positions of the duns look across to rather than up at the turbines, and
brings the major extents of the outlines below the horizon to reduce silhouetting. Awareness of the
turbines is likely to be high within the extensive viewing panoramas from each site, although they
would occupy small extents within vistas of over 180º from west through north to east, overlooking
what would then have been the northward continuation of Nigg bay before the historic period
reclamation of the coastal fringe and extending over much of the low ground beyond. Their visual
rating is assessed as high.

14.5 OSEL Viewpoint 7: Chapelhill church [LB-B]
All three turbines would be fully visible at distance ranges of 2.4-2.7km in fairly clear views, though
within a cluttered mix of other nearer tall features, including domestic powerlines. The near-full extent
of each turbine would be seen and largely silhouetted. It is probably an exaggeration to describe the
sightline as a major viewing direction, but it lies within the general northern outlook from the church’s
frontage, and visitors would be aware of the turbines in most conditions. The visual rating is assessed
as moderate.
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15.0 Significance of change
15.1 Summary table of visual assessments from Section 14
Site name
Fearn Abbey
Fearn RN Control Tower
Shandwick Stone
Easter Rarichie dun
Chapelhill Church

Categories
LB-A, HVA, active church and
graveyard
LB-C(S)
SAM, minor HVA
SAM
LB-B

NGR NH

Dist
km

Predicted degree
of impact

83736/77258

1.2

moderate

84790/76141
855/747
84066/73643
8247/7362

0.8
1.8
2.1
2.4

very high
moderate
high
moderate

15.2 Significance of change collation
This section brings together the investigations of Sections 12-14 to present the verdict on whether the
proposed windfarm will create significant levels of change for the statutorily designated selection of
sites within the ZPV. The collation process takes the general matrix showing the significance of site
sensitivity against the anticipated degree of change (Section 11.0 and repeated below), and
incorporates the parallel analyses of Site-as-receptor from Section 12.0 and People-as-receptor from
Section 14.0 with the assessed visual impact ratings for the degree of change, as summarised above.
General matrix relating the provisional significance of potential site sensitivity
of change, repeated from Section 11.0.
Sensitivity
of site
NOT
MINIMAL
LOW
MODERATE
SENSITIVE
moderate/
none
moderate
high
VERY HIGH
high
moderate/
none
low
moderate
HIGH
high
Degree
minimal/
of
low
moderate
MODERATE none
low
change
minimal/
none
minimal
low
LOW
low
minimal/
none
none
minimal
MINIMAL
low

to the anticipated degree

HIGH

VERY
HIGH

high/
very high

very high

high

high/
very high

moderate/
high

high

moderate

moderate/
high

low

moderate

The results are combined in the next table, and the final ratings of significance derived.
Site name

Level of sensitivity
Site as
People as
receptor receptor

Degree of
visual
change

Significance of change
Site as
People as
receptor
receptor

Fearn Abbey

high

very high

moderate

moderate/ high

high

Fearn RN control tower

low

low

very high

moderate/ high

moderate/ high

Shandwick Stone

high

high

moderate

moderate/ high

moderate/ high

Easter Rarichie dun

high

minimal

high

high

moderate

Chapelhill church

moderate

minimal

moderate

moderate

minimal/low

15.3 Comments on final results
With the assessment of the indirect impacts now complete and the results presented in a block, some
themes can be developed to give a perspective for their assimilation.
15.3.1 Overview
At a basic level, the scenario of proposing a windfarm in a flat low-lying area of reclaimed coastal
margin which is largely surrounded by ridges of higher ground is a situation where visual impact on
important spot locations in the surrounding area is likely. This probability increases with two particular
local characteristics, the first being the specific attributes of the airfield as an open expanse of cleared
ground, and the other the nature of the distribution of prehistoric and historic sites in an area of
established settlement and use. Many coastal areas in the Highlands have a concentration of such
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sites in a thin coastal strip between the sea and an abrupt change to unproductive higher ground, but
the topography around Fearn allows a significant expansion which has been exploited through the
millennia. Particularly in historic times, this has allowed major estates and their buildings to develop,
with ecclesiastical focuses on the abbey and in private hands from castle and grand house complexes,
as well as historic towns and villages.
During the initial desk-based stages of this analysis, it quickly became clear that the surrounding area
within threshold distances for visual impact contained a high concentration of statutorily protected sites
and structures, although through whatever combination of original occurrence and subsequent
survival, the prehistoric eras were not major contributors until proto-historic periods and the Pictish
centuries. With input from firstly the ZTV mapping analyses and then the phase of testing sites for
screening elements, the original lists were whittled down dramatically. In many cases the factors were
very slight, with minor topographic features or small screening elements being unusually effective for
the flat expanse within which the airfield sits. As an incidental observation, there maybe an indication
from this of how well chosen the airfield position was - even within the pressurised context of wartime
planning, this position integrated well with the surrounding distribution of settlements to avoid
unnecessary disruption and disturbance to the area’s population.
As described in Section 9.0, the exclusions contained a swathe of important sites and structures with
significant protective designations. The towns of Cromarty and Tain, each with a wealth of sites and
designations, major estates such as Balnagowan Castle and House of Geanies, and archaeological
features such as the Hilton of Cadboll PIC and HVA complex could all be eliminated on topographic
grounds. Tangible screening elements allow many closer sites to lose any significance for planning
concern; these were mostly listed buildings, with the most significant being the Tarbat House LB-A
and HGDL complex. The tendency of these established residential sites to have a wooded boundary
to prevent external viewpoints into the site also means that their external setting becomes screened.
The final outcome was a group of only seven sites where visual impact can be anticipated, which due
to adjacent positions was decreased to five for full presentation. These all lie within 3km of the
proposed turbines, so the default expectation is that visual impact could be significant unless particular
circumstances for each site and its characteristics come into play.
15.3.2 Comparing site-as-receptor and people-as-receptor significance ratings
The rationale for presenting two parallel strands and how they can inform the planning assessment
has been explored in Section 8.1 and Annex 1, and no further comment is given here than that they
serve different purposes to match varying interpretations of what some consultees have defined as
their parameters, while also aiming to provide the overall basis of a fully informed planning decision.
Previous use of the parallel strands in similar reports has often produced results which do not vary
greatly between the approaches - individual change significances may vary by one ranking in many
cases. This proposal however has produced some wider variations, and these are explored below.
15.3.3 Individual results
Fearn abbey is probably the pivotal site from those assessed in this report. The active roles of the
buildings today as a functioning church, an HVA and its LB-A designation as a site of national
importance, plus its high proximity to the turbines all create a context where close planning scrutiny is
inevitable. The outcome as assessed here is heavily dependent on the particular screening effects on
the abbey periphery, which succeed in reducing the visual impact to a moderate level. This produces
similar results through either receptor analysis at moderate/high and high respectively, and can only
be resolved by considering the precise circumstances of the location. The prediction is that it is very
likely that visitors would be aware of all three turbines during their approach to the abbey complex
from the road network, but on reaching the carpark and then the site itself the screening creates a
secluded pocket where the turbine presence would not be noticed to a significant degree and none of
the immediate attributes or functions of the complex would be affected.
Fearn airfield RN control tower would receive a very high degree of visual impact, and both receptor
approaches produce similar outcomes of moderate/high ratings. In relation to planning concern, this
depends very much on perceptions of the tower as an intrinsic feature within a derelict brownfield
expanse. Its designation as a building of only local significance and its specialist appeal would suggest
that the visual impact ratings are unlikely to cause planning problems.
Shandwick Stone gives the same moderate/high rating under either approach. Given that the
predicted degree of visual impact is moderate with turbines clearly visible in most conditions, the
factors are predominantly that the turbines lie outside the location’s major seaward panorama so their
effect on the site experience is reduced, and that the stone is protected within a distracting display
structure, which breaks the relationship of monument and surround to some extent already.
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Easter Rarichie dun gives clear differences in final outcome between the two receptor methods from
the anticipated high degree of visual impact, and as explained previously these will be similar for its
neighbouring site of Easter Rarichie fort and dun. Site-as-receptor gives a high outcome, but peopleas-receptor provides a moderate result; within this set of sites the difference is unusual but is
consistent with other project assessments for sites with a high designation but minimal public profile.
The choice of which route to follow depends very much on how the purpose of the planning
consideration is perceived, and whether theoretical perspectives – “in case” – or criteria derived from
estimates for actual visitation and usage provide the most relevant route for planning assessment.
There would be a high degree of visual change in the spectacular panoramas from these paired
viewpoints, but the key is how much planning emphasis is appropriate when the indications are that
scarcely anyone knows of or visits these monuments or could become exposed to the potential
impacts. Though dramatic and rewarding sites, their profile and appeal is inevitably specialist rather
than mainstream in their current circumstances.
Chapelhill church gives different outcomes between the two methods, though the higher result is still
only at the moderate level. Given that the anticipated visual impact is also moderate, the situation for
this disused site with a regional importance designation is unlikely to cause planning concern.

15.4 Conclusion
The detailed investigation of the indirect or visual impacts from the FWEP proposal on a scattered
distribution of statutorily protected historic environment sites within close distances in a low lying
hinterland with fairly open sightlines has shown some sites with the potential for planning concern.
However the particular circumstances for each site create subtle situations to incorporate into the
eventual verdicts and should enable a positive planning decision once these are fully explored. The
most critical case is probably the Fearn abbey complex, an established visitor attraction and
functioning church and graveyard; despite clear visibility of the FWEP turbines during the approach,
specific screening factors suggest that the visitor and user experiences would be relatively unaffected.

16.0 Further work, photographs and archive
There are no unresolved interpretive issues, nor any further planned lines of investigation. No further
archaeological role is recommended for this pre-development phase of the project. A report will not be
needed for Discovery & Excavation in Scotland as no significant new archaeological discovery,
information or analysis has been generated by this assessment. Several additional scenery
photographs of the relevant locations were taken as colour jpegs, but not used in this formal report
once the selection of the pictures for photomontage enhancement in the OSEL Viewpoint document
had been made. The remaining photos can be provided on request as a CD-R. However, as described
in Section 6.0, a systematic recording programme was carried out on the airfield in 1999 by ASH
Consulting Group, which has created a substantial photographic archive. As a result, it is unlikely that
any photos from this project will add anything of value to that collection. The absence of any intrusive
investigation at this stage of the project means that no formal drawings were made, no finds were
made nor samples taken, and no contexts assigned. There is therefore no primary archive material
from the project at this stage.
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Annex 1: Background to settings issues discussion
In Section 8.1 a discussion was presented on the scope and value of assessing indirect impacts; one
key purpose was to explain the need to pursue both site-as-receptor and people-as-receptor
strategies within the context of a fully informed planning decision and the various audiences involved.
This annex provides the background discussion and references which Section 8.1 avoided in the
cause of readability, instead relying on documents issued since late 2008 for its arguments. These do
not yet fully supersede the previous policy guidance, and some acknowledgement and discussion of
the earlier document family is necessary for specialised consumption and to examine the basis from
which HS had taken their previously mentioned stance against the inclusion of people-as-receptor
analyses, preferring to limit debate to the confines of site-as-receptor.
The presence in many pre-2008 Scottish Executive planning documents of text which enables the HS
stance is noted. Three examples are [1] para 16 of NPPG5, Archaeology and Planning, which stated
that “It is also important that the integrity of the setting of archaeological sites be safeguarded”. [2]
para 17 of NPPG5, which stated that “Scheduled Ancient Monuments are of national importance and it
is particularly important that they are preserved in situ and within an appropriate setting.
Developments which would have an adverse effect on scheduled monuments or the integrity of their
setting, should not be permitted unless there are exceptional circumstances”, and [3] Section 10.1.0 of
the HS Memorandum of Guidance on Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas which states “At all
times the listed building should remain the focus of its setting. Attention must never be distracted by
the presence of any new development whether it be within or outwith the curtilage. […] development
outwith the curtilage should also be regarded as affecting the setting where this will, in a rural location,
be seen in any principal view either of or from the listed building, or affect in any way the main
approaches to it.” NPPG5 has now been replaced by SPP23, but the message of the extracts above is
continued in, for instance, paras 15 & 43 of SPP23. The HS Memorandum of Guidance on Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas has been formally replaced as a policy document by the new
consolidated SHEP, which has no obvious equivalent of the above quote.
There was no specific definition of setting for cultural heritage situations amongst the other policy and
guidance documents normally cited by HS nor within other members of the document families. Many
other references are made in NPPG 5, NPPG 16, PAN 42 and PAN 71, all of which emphasise its
relevance without defining it. As previously quoted, the HS Memorandum of Guidance on Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas revealingly stated that setting “is not defined in the legislation but
authorities are firmly encouraged not to interpret the word narrowly” (Appendix 1, para 10.0.0).
From 2003 to 2008, HS issued the series of individual SHEP (Scottish Historic Environment Policy)
documents which were consolidated into the October 2008 umbrella publication. Further individually
themed additions are likely over the next few years and could yet provide some opportunity to move
the debate forward, but the precedents are not promising. The then separate SHEP2 on Scheduled
Ancient Monuments gave little more than a passing reference to “the relationship of the monument
and its parts with its wider landscape and setting” as being a contextual category for identifying
national significance (p14, para 5g). The old SHEP3 on [Historic] Gardens and Designed Landscapes
similarly avoided any definitions of settings or their assimilation. Hopes were raised in May 2006 when
the SHEP1 draft for an overall Historic Environment Policy promised a specific SHEP later in the
series for “Settings of Ancient Monuments and Historic Buildings” (p24, para 9.3), but HS later
admitted that this reference was a mistake as there were no plans at all to issue one. SHEP1 as
released in its full policy version in March 2007 gave no further definitional assistance.
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These extracts show that there were guidelines which could underpin a stance that sites are potential
receptors of setting impact; however none of these and other related documents made any distinction
between direct and indirect impacts, nor was there any definition of setting or of appropriateness to
create parameters, nor finally did they prohibit other perspectives such as people-as-receptor.
Discussions with HS explored how this operated in practice if the human receptor perspective - which
HS said lay outside their defined remit - is excluded from the assessment process. To summarise and
paraphrase, their solution was that the degree of indirect impact or change should be explicitly
demonstrated by diagrammatic representation (ie photo-montage and wireframe depictions) supported
by narrative description; there should also be some analysis of the sensitivity of the site or monument
to different levels of change, derived from its place in the hierarchy of classifications of site
importance. Their desired outcome is an assessment which simply relates the site’s intrinsic
archaeological or historical characteristics to the degree of indirect impact, but goes no further. It
leaves open questions which could provide the planning authority with a full perspective of whether the
demonstrated impact has a wider importance.
There was and still is agreement on both sides of the debate that site-as-receptor analyses are valid
and informative components of this type of assessment. The subsequent differences lie in the
willingness to pursue issues of setting sensitivity to a further level by translating conceptual findings
into actual ratings of human experience through people-as-receptor measures. Previous reports on
other similar projects have identified people-as-receptor sensitivities of a site’s setting by looking at a
number of characteristics to estimate whether the site has a plausible chance of being visited, whether
in an impromptu or planned activity, or has any other indications of public usage and value. These
were mainly derived from:
 the degree to which the site is actively or passively promoted as a visitor attraction or
functions as a public facility,
 the extent to which any public access is feasible or facilitated, and
 an analysis of the site’s occurrence in publications, particularly the non-specialised material
which might bring the site’s existence to the attention of a mainstream audience.
The inclusion of these further investigations has never received a positive response from HS, whose
comments became increasingly hostile and tried to reject the accompanying conclusions. However the
comments never engaged with the methods, the depth and standard of investigation nor with the
actual results. No suggestions, for instance, were ever made for improving the techniques or their
application. Instead the focus was on complaining about their inclusion; this culminated in an HS
response from May 2008 to a windfarm proposal at Droop Hill in Aberdeenshire which blankly stated:
“We also have concerns about the methodology. We do not consider People As Receptor to be
appropriate for assessing impacts on monuments.”
As HS in the same letter offered no further comment on the proposal, thereby accepting that it could
be consented without any further objection, this comment was not pursued. However an ambiguity
remains about its intention - was it saying simply that people-as-receptor analyses lie outside HS’s
chosen thinking, or taking a more extreme stance of attempting to exclude people-as-receptor
analyses from planning consideration? If the latter was the intended message, it suggests that HS
were trying to restrict the scope of eligible information for a planning decision and takes the debate
into very questionable territory about jurisdictions. [Details of the Droop Hill proposal, which involved
erecting three turbines alongside an obscure SAM cairn complex of uncertain origin which did not
show clear prehistoric or burial characteristics, can be found at www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/planning for
application APP/2006/3278.]
There are also two inherent contradictions in the HS reluctance to accept people-as-receptor
approaches. The first emerges when dealing with HS Properties In Care. All these 345 properties in
Scotland are SAMs and/or LBs administered by HS on behalf of Scottish Ministers, and the vast
majority are presented and promoted as visitor attractions, including examples in this assessment.
Previous HS responses have shown a heavy emphasis on ensuring that the visitor attributes are not
significantly affected when windfarms are proposed in the surrounding landscape, with their concerns
pursued much further than for non-PIC SAMs and LB-As, and rhetoric which overlaps with much of the
people-as-receptor ethos. The inevitable question is how HS can justify such selective differences in
their approach depending on whether the property is a PIC; clearly PICs deserve to be treated as
visitor attractions within the planning process with people-as-receptor techniques included, but the
logic of denying non-PIC SAMs and LBs similar examination was never apparent.
The second contradiction stems from an HS comment in correspondence sent in April 2008 about the
Hammars Hill windfarm proposal in Orkney. They stated that for the archaeological report, which used
the same technique of dual presentation as this report, “we have some concerns that the conclusions
seems to draw on the assessment of ‘people as receptor’ of the potential impact of the turbines. That
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this appears to run parallel with a ‘site as receptor’ assessment means that the assessment is overly
complex.” In conjunction with the Droop Hill response, the clear implication is that HS disapprove of
parallel assessments and want to see site-as-receptor as the single included method. However, this
fails to acknowledge that the full planning submission for windfarm applications will include landscape
assessment studies; part of that process looks at key viewpoint locations and the degree of usage
made of them. The result is that parallel people-as-receptor methods are presented and assimilated
within the full planning process. In terms of ultimate planning coherence, any attempt to isolate and
protect site-as-receptor as the only correct investigative approach becomes the anomaly, and the
inclusion of people-as-receptor methods within the historic environment reporting brings compatibility
with the wider picture.
This is the useful extent to which the pre-July 2008 debate need be summarised here; the subsequent
messages from the Clyde windfarm PLI and the consolidated SHEP and SPP23 which were outlined
in Section 9.1 within this report come in at a higher level and status than these earlier exchanges. My
interpretation, particularly from the Clyde PLI conclusions, is that the validity of people-as-receptor
approaches for the planning process is now inescapable. If this is at last settled, attention can move to
the so far unexplored question of whether or not the particular approach used here can be regarded
by planning consultees as an effective or even the best method, or what alternatives might be
encouraged. As a sector which should be able to promote a shared set of core values through its
various directions of activity, we can start to move forward and need no longer rely on a restricted
range of parameters which frequently bewilder communities and developers. Debate will need to
continue for some time yet to ensure the right balance across the potentially conflicting priorities is
reached, but the doors have been opened from on high to enable this progress.
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